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Lot

Description

1537 H

Mint and Used Group 1840 to 1950’s
$450
In glassines, on dealer cards and auction sheets, incl. penny
black with black Maltese Cross cancel and another tied on
partial cover by red Maltese Cross, #43 plate 11 mint, 60
plate 12, 70 plate 16, 96, 103, 105, 120-1 mint, 139-40,
222-23 mint etc., also Offices in China #27 mint, plus other
Morocco and Turkish Offices, neat assortment, review
recommended, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $600/800

1538 Hm

20th Century Collection
$400
Mint and used collection ranging from 1902 to 1952 on
homemade pages in an album, better mint incl. #127-38,
140, 222-3 etc. used incl. #139-41, 142 pair with Guernsey
cancels, 173, 179 (2) etc., also some Offices, interesting
cancels throughout, mostly fine to very fine. Scott $5,200
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $500/600

10:00 AM Lots 1530 to 2008

British Country Collections
See lot 1781

Great Britain
1530 Hm

1531

H

HHm

1532 Hm

1533

H

HH

1534 m)

Intact Collection 1840 to 1970
Web $1,500
Housed in a Windsor album, containing many high valued
stamps with 2 examples of #1, 5-7, 33 (plate 225), 57, 74, 75,
93, 109, 124, 142 (mint), 174, 209, O43 etc., typical
condition for 19th Century, high cat. value, inspection is
recommended, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $2,500/3,000
1840 to 1960 Collection
Web $1,300
Intact o.g. to n.h. (1900 onward) and used (19th Century) in
hingeless Safe album, noted #1, 2, 7, 57, 82 (o.g.), 87 (o.g.),
124, 111-122 (o.g with 122 n.h.), 142, inspection is
recommended, lovely, above average condition fine to very
fine or better. 2016 Scott $18,000+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000
19th Century Collection
$1,200
Valuable and attractive mint and used collection on
homemade pages, incl. #1 (2) one each with black and red
Maltese Cross cancels, 5, 20b, 28, 29 pl. 8 block of four on
piece, 37, 40, 42, 42a, 46 pl. 4, 48 pl. 4, 52 pl. 4, 53 pl. 1, 59b
pl. 12, 60 (2), 69 pl. 15, 70 pl. 16, 73 pl. 1, 74 pl. 1, 94-6,
101-7, 108-9, 124 (2), also mint or unused #3, 32 pl. 3, 43 pl.
11, 58 strip of three, 66 pl. 1, 98-100, 113-21, etc., clean and
worth inspection. Scott $22,000+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,500
Huge Wilding Collection
$1,000
O.g. or n.h., thousands of singles, booklets, booklet panes,
coils, strips with leads, overprints, testing labels, training
school material, etc, 90% n.h., most identified by perf,
watermark, and color varieties, close inspection will produce
some surprises, fine to very fine ................ Est. $1,500/2,000
1844 to 1906 Postmark Study
Collection
$1,000
Over 500 plus 70 covers in binder, covering London,
England and Wales, also three early 1800’s newspaper issues
on entire newspapers, mixed condition fine to very fine, with
G. Brumwell’s book “British Post Office Numbers, 1844-1906 .
Scott $8,000 (Owner’s) ............................ Est. $1,500/2,000

Start Bid

1539

H

1540

H

1541

H

1542

)

Classic Group of Covers
$150
33 incl. #1, #U3 used, U2 mint (faults), etc., mixed
condition, Ex Vadheim collection ...................... Est. $250/350

1543

)

1931 Roessler Flights to Africa
Web
$150
14 diff. destinations, with Roessler cachets, incl. one
returned, and one readdressed ....................... Est. $250/300

1544

)

Cover Group 1844 to 1948
$150
Small group of neat items incl. #27 and #29 on 1860 cover,
#27a on 1862 cover and #39 mourning cover, all to Canada
West, #30 plate 15 and 58 on 1878 cover to London, #117
on 1889 registered cover, #118 on 1891 mourning cover and
#143 pair on 1910 cover, all to Japan, also British Expo ppc
with Expo cancels, some later items to 1940s, worth
inspection, fine overall ................................... Est. $250/350

1545

H

Presentation Packs
$150
N.h., about 200 from 1990’s-2000’s, plus a few booklets,
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

HHm

Mint and Used Collection to 2007
$300
In 6 Lindner hingeless albums, all used to about 1934, all
mint after about 1960, mostly n.h. with some o.g. 1960’s,
value in modern, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $400/600

H

Mint Machin Collection
$250
N.h., in 2 albums on Harris pages mounted, and group
identified on #102 cards, occasional used, up to £5 value,
excellent lot for the specialist, face alone £260+, clean
collection ....................................................... Est. $350/350

H

Four Better Mint Items
Web
$200
N.h., consisting of SG923-924b (cat. £300+), Spec. N21
(10) pair; BA1 booklet, panes inverted watermark, Spec. M9
(2) ................................................................. Est. $300/400

H

1535

)

Military Forces Overseas Covers
Web
$700
Group of 14 better, incl. stampless, OHMS, stationery
usages, mint Aerogramme, with Levant, Tripolitania, India,
Eritrea, etc., usual condition ....................... Est. $800/1,000

1546

)

19th Century Postal History
Web
$130
Collection of 16 better covers with Officials, advertising,
stampless and transatlantic, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $180/250

1536

H

Mint Collection With Channel Islands
$500
N.h., immaculate modern collection to 1999 in mounts in
seven Davo albums with slipcases, loaded with Machins,
others incl. Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney and Isle of Man with
regional issues of 1950’s-60’s, virtually all n.h., fresh, very
fine and nearly complete for the period, overall very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1547

)

20th Century Postal History
Web
$120
Small selection of 25 covers incl. stationery, better
destinations, strike posts and Offices Abroad, Ex Ernst
Sielaff Estate ................................................... Est. $150/200

H

1548 Hm

1978-2004 PHQ Cards
$70
About 950 in 12 volumes plus about 350 additional, first 3
volumes mostly used, then mostly mint, very fine Est. $150/200

August 12, 2018
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1549

Description
H

H

Fourth Session
Start Bid

Ascension Mint Collection to 1999
$280
N.h., in stockbook and hingeless “KaBe” album, collection
complete plus few shades, GVI issue incl. perf vars., fine to
very fine, Ex Vadheim collection ....................... Est. $400/600
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Canada
1559

H

HH

Australia
1550

H

H

1551 Hm

1552

H

HH

1553 Hm

Mint Collection
$600
Attractive, clean virtually n.h. collection in mounts in four
Davo albums with slipcases ranging from 1929-99 featuring
1930s Commemorative sets, high degree of completion for
period incl, souvenir sheets, Australia Antarctic Territory,
plus Framas, Koala Research, Railway locals, inspection
recommended, fine to very or better ............ Est. $750/1,000

Mint and Used Select Group
$250
12 items or sets on retail pages, incl. 1949 Arms set incl.
specimens and 2 flaw varieties, mint Sydney Bridge (small
thin), 3d Kookaburra sheet used, BCOF proofs, etc., fine to
very fine overall .............................................. Est. $350/450

1554 m

Mostly Used Accumulation
$200
On stockpages, hundreds with some dupl., incl. Victoria with
“AR” numbers, etc., high cat., mixed condition
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1555 ()

1929 to 1957 Flights Cover Group Web
$200
30 covers mounted on album pages, mostly first flights,
noted two crash covers, fine to very fine .......... Est. $300/400

1556

)

1557 Hm

1558

H

HH

1560 Hm

States Mint and Used Collection
Web
$350
Over 200 mounted on Vario pages, incl. New South Wales,
South Australia, Victoria and Western Australia, highlights
incl. NSW #2, Victoria J10, etc., generally fine to very fine.
2016 Scott $3,500+ (Owner’s) ..................... Est. $500/700
Mint Collection, 1913 to 1940
Web
$300
Mostly o.g. to n.h., mounted on pages, highlights #41, J16,
J19, J20, “OS” overprints, Airmails incl. SG#139a strip of 3
with Ash bottom margin inscription (cert.), SB24a, SB25
complete booklets, plus some ephemera, piece of fabric from
1933 “Faith in Australia” airplane and “travel by air” labels,
also, New South Wales Consumptive Charity 1/- and 2/6,
inspect, fine to very fine .................................. Est. $500/750

Australia & States Postal History
Web
$200
Small group of 40 covers with military, Postal Stationery,
Airmail stampless, Officials and stampless; incl. U.S. #C44
1951 Philadelphia, Penn. Airmail to Brisbane, Australia
overweight so rated violet circle T Centimes with ms 150.
Australia #J72 and J80 (2) added to pay due, reverse label tied
Puppeteers of America, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate .... Est. $270/350
Bahamas 1863 to 1937 Mint
and Used Collection
Web
$350
Mostly o.g. mounted on album pages, incl. Semi-postal,
War Tax, with o.g. #11, 56, MR4, fine to very fine. 2016
Scott $2,700 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $500/700
Bermuda Extensive Mint Collection Web $2,000
To 1995 virtually complete with earlies mint or used, 1902 on
mint complete, with many listed (and certified) SG varieties
(better shades), incl. cat. to £375+ incl. SG#54c, 55, 118a,
118b, 116a, 119a, 120a, 121, incl. mint stationery complete,
numerous certs throughout, excellent collection with
virtually no condition issues, inspect, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $3,000/3,500

Start Bid

1561

H

HH

1562 Hm

Extensive Better Retail Stock
$15,000
Mostly n.h. to o.g. retail range $20 to $700+ on priced
pages, incl. some back of the book, Jubilee proofs, some
imperfs, all identified and ready for resale with some
certified, couple of very fine classics, minor dupl., virtually all
retail pricing seasonably below current cat. value except for
extremely fine items, most value in higher end pieces, very
clean stock of higher end quality, retail $85,450, fine to very
fine lot, not seen at auction before .............. Est. $20,000/25,000
Intact Mint and Used Collection
Web $3,250
On pages to 1976, starting with #4, with small and large
Queens mostly used, #46-47 mint, Jubilees complete mint
with dupl. used to $2, Tercentenary complete mint, GV mint
and used with multiples, few precancels, scattered dupl.,
some later pl. blocks, etc., also back of the book mostly
complete mint and/or used, few Revenues, 19th Century
somewhat mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine. ......................................................... Est. $4,000/5,000
1888 to 1982 Mint Collection
$3,250
Outstanding collection in mounts in three well-filled Davo
albums with slipcases with much n.h., highlights incl. #43
(2), Jubilees ½¢-10¢ plus 20¢, 66-69, 71-72, 76-78, 81,
89-91, Quebec Tercentenary ½¢-7¢, 15¢ and 20¢, various
Admirals to $1, 149-59 with exquisite blue nose with imprint
margin, 1935-82 issues nearly complete, also airs and back of
book incl. C1-9, E1, O1-15A, F1-3 etc., contains blocks,
plate blocks and other multiples as well, generally fine to very
fine or better, inspection will prove rewarding
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000
1868 to 1961 Mint and Used
Collection
$1,250
Attractive collection in Gibbons album, mint incl. #47, 56,
58-60, 66-73, 74//83 (less 8¢), 96-103, 104-22 1¢-$1, fairly
complete from 1920’s onward, also nice Newfoundland,
inspection recommended, generally fine to very fine or better.
Scott $14,700 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1563

H

Hr

Modern Collection
$950
N.h., wonderfully clean collection in five well-filled Davo
album with slipcases, all in mounts, nearly complete for the
period, incl. singles, blocks, plate blocks, booklets and
souvenir sheets, huge cat./face value, great opportunity to
obtain a solid run of modern issues, fresh and very fine
throughout, overall very fine .................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1564

H

HH

Mint Collection to 1994
$750
1893 to 1954 in Crystal mounts on Scott pages, Jubilees to
50¢, then appears reasonably complete to 1954, spot check
showed o.g., just a few used, plus 1917 to 1994 in stockbook,
o.g. or n.h., not complete, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

1565

H

HHm

1852 to 1975 Multiple Collection
Accumulation
$700
O.g. to n.h., four collections in various states of completion,
19th Century mostly used, then 20th Century generally n.h.,
noted #4 (used), mint Jubilees to 50¢, 158 (n.h.), Airmails,
O.H.M.S. (mint), Newfoundland #115-126 (mint), C3
(n.h.), C13-17 (n.h.) condition a bit mixed in the earlies but a
useful group, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $1,000/1,500
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1566 Hm

1851 to 1956 Mint and Used
Collection
Web
$650
Parallel mint and used 1897 onward, incl. #4, 18-20, large
and small Queens, 61 (mint), 62 and 64 (used), complete
mint and used Maple Leafs and Numerals, mint Admirals
incl. #116 (n.h.), 158, 159, highly complete mint and used
O.H.M.S., Newfoundland parallel mint and used from
1897, Nova Scotia #3, New Brunswick and B.C., generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1567 m

1568 H

1569

H

1570

)

1571

H

HH

HHm

1572 H

1573 Hm
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1851 to 1982 Used Collection
$600
Clean collection in mounts in Davo album, good earlies incl.
#4, 8, 17, 18, 46-7, Jubilees complete to $2, 66-73, 74-84,
89-95, Quebec Tercentenary, then 20th Century nearly
complete to 1982, back of book incl. airs, special delivery,
Postage Dues, Officials and F1-3, generally F-VF or better
throughout. Scott $7,200+ (Owner’s) .......... Est. $700/900
1897 to 1935 Mint Collection
$500
1 volume collection containing oldtime homemade album
pages starting with #66-73, 74-83, nice range of Admirals to
$1 (many in pairs), 149-59, 162-77 plus many other better
items, unfortunately many with hinge staining from old
mounts mostly affecting back of the stamps, many are nice
appearing, please inspect, fine overall. Scott $7,000+
....................................................................... Est. $700/900
1868 to 1951 Mint Collection
$400
O.g. or n.h., housed on Lighthouse hingeless pages, noted
Canada #135 (n.h.), 158 (n.h.), 177 (n.h.), P.E.I. #1 and 3
(small faults, cert.), N.S. #2 (used), Newfoundland # 11A,
30, 40, 61-74, 104-114, 115-126, a clean lot, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800
Canada & Provinces Group of
58 Covers
Web
$400
Select premium covers with a wide range of markings and
usages, patriotic Postcard, registered Stationery, classics and
Airmail noted, incl. #96 (4), 98 on 1910 Montreal,
registered to Toledo, Ohio; #25 on 1869 RPO Quebec &
River Du Loup G.T.R. No. 3 QC-433 to River Du Loup;
#75, 80 (2) 1898 Montreal, Canada squared circle
precursor registered to St. John, N.B.; Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
...................................................................... Est. $500/700
Mint and Used Collections
$300
O.g. or n.h., mostly mint in hingeless Lighthouse album,
mint and used on quadrille pages in album, noted mint
Admiral coil blocks, mostly used dupl. on stockpages, mint
in glassines, perfins, etc., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/700
1857 to 1930’s With Provinces
$250
Nearly all mint assortment in glassines on dealer cards and
auction sheets, incl. 5¢, 8¢ and 10¢ Jubilees (2 each), 5¢ and 20¢
Quebec’s etc., Newfoundland #1, 28, 31, 46, 59, 127-30,
C15-16, C17 n.h. etc., also a bit of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
and P.E.I., clean, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $400/500
1852 to 1983 Mint and Used
Collection
$200
In two albums, mostly mint after 1935, incl. #4, Small
Queens, Maple Leafs, Numerals, Jubilees (less $3 and $4),
KEVII, then virtually complete onward, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $350/450

Lot
1574

Description

Start Bid

)

Cover Group
$180
Approximately 350+ covers, postal cards and stationery
ranging from QV to KGVI, good selection of frankings,
slogan cancels, advertising, first flights, some registered etc.,
worth review, generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $250/350

1575 m

Used Provinces Collection
$150
On Scott pages, incl New Brunswick #1, Newfoundland
#20, mostly fine or better. Scott $3,370 (2012)
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1576 Hm

Cape of Good Hope Mint and
Used Collection
Web $1,400
Intact and highly complete on Safe Hingeless pages, with 22
triangles incl. color shades and wood blocks, mix of o.g. and
used from 1864 to 1904, also incl. Mafeking #167 and
Vryburg #N1b var. (Italic “Z”), N2 and N4, fine to very
fine. 2016 Scott $16,500+ (Owner’s) ...... Est. $2,000/3,000

1577 H

Caymans Mint Collection
1900 to 1937
Web $1,200
O.g., complete collection mounted on album pages, incl.
#20 (B.P.A. cert.), War Tax etc., many color shades as well,
lovely and fresh collection, fine to very fine. Scott $7,000+
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1578 H

Gambia 1869-1963 Mint
Collection Complete
Web
$900
O.g., intact and mounted on Safe pages, noted #11 (S.G.
#20a wmk. sideways), 31 (S.G. 48a dented frame),
attractive, fine to very fine. 2016 Scott $5,300+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

H

Hong Kong 1935 to 1997 Collection
$300
Fresh all-mint collection in Gibbons album, n.h. from 1973
on, incl. better definitive sets and souvenir sheets, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $3,100+ (Owner’s) ..... Est. $400/600

1579

HH

1580 H)

Hong Kong Mint Postal Card Stock
$250
In quantities, approx. consisting of Yang #P5 (28), P7 (21),
P4 (27), P8 (19), P1a (10), P10 (17), H&G 14 - Yang not
listed (20), P4 (18), some aerogrammes, some numbers with
light overall toning, otherwise sound, retail approx. $2400,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $350/450

1581 Hm

Intact India Feudatory States Revenue
Collection
Web
$750
Few hundred on blank pages, mint and used, with all States
well represented, incl. occasional proofs, few on receipts,
slight dupl., also some used India cut squares, Christmas
Seals incl. progressive proofs, etc., inspect carefully, collection
scanned in it’s entirety on our site, rarely seen in this quantity for
this popular area ........................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1582 H

India & States Collection on Pages
Web
$350
Mint and used classics mount on pages running from 1854
to 1913 incl. States noted #6 cut to shape, 29 and many
others, Fine, realized $800 hammer in January auction (not paid
for) ................................................................. Est. $500/700

1583 Hm

Intact India Revenue Collection
Web
$350
Many hundreds on blank pages, mint and used, starting with
the telegraph issues, incl. some with regional overprints,
many agencies represented, some dupl., typical condition,
collection scanned in it’s entirety on our site............ Est. $500/750
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1584 H

Ireland Mint Collection to 2008
$200
O.g., in National with Back-of-Book, all hinged, some stuck
down, incl #12-13 and 36-38 o.g. not stuck, few early used,
missing just a few for completion .................... Est. $300/400

1585 Hm

Ireland Overprint Issues
$100
About 200 from 1922-1923 with lots of dupl. majority mint,
incl. some blocks, Fine owners cat $1,349, fine ... Est. $150/200

1586 Hm

Jamaica 1860 to 1937 Mint and Used
Complete Collection
Web
$500
Neatly mounted on safe album pages, o.g. from 1872 onward
incl. Semi-Postal, Official and War Tax, noted #32b, O1a
(used), MR5a, fine to very fine. 2016 Scott $2,800+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $700/900

1587 H

1588

1589

)

H

Start Bid

Malaya-Perak Intact Mint Collection Web $2,000
An advance study on annotated pages, showing early
overprint listed and unlisted varieties, incl. mint #12, 2 used
with shifted overprint, 3d used, 3c mint, 4 with setoff of
overprint on reverse side (cert), 22 in vert. n.h. strip with
varieties, 28-41, small selection of cancels, Officials incl.
“PGS” overprints, specimens, 1,900 surcharge overprints
with varieties incl. in multiples, also Perak under Federate
States incl. Dues, etc., usual minor condition on earlies,
otherwise fine ........................................... Est. $3,000/4,000
Malaya (Japanese Occupation) Covers Web
$375
21 commercial, mostly stationery usages with Perak, also
Malacca garage license, 2 telegrams with receiving forms,
also commemorative cancel group of 8 overprints cancelled
on piece, usual condition, inspect ................... Est. $400/500

HH

Malta 1883 to 1937 Mint Collection Web
$250
O.g. to n.h., mounted on album pages, incl.#14, 114, plus
Postage Due and War Tax, fine to very fine. 2016 Scott
$2,400+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $400/600

1590 (HH

New Guinea 1931 to 1939 Mint
Airmail Collection, SG #125/205
Web
$350
N.h., mounted on album pages, missing 11 for completion,
first and second issue complete, incl. #C44-C45 (o.g.), fine
to very fine. Scott #C1/C58 ........................... Est. $500/750
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1594 ()

1929 to 1954 Flights Cover Group Web
$200
29 covers mounted on album pages, mostly first flights,
noted two crash covers, fine to very fine .......... Est. $300/400

1595 H

Mint Select Group
$180
8 items and one set on retail pages, incl. 1938 Officials SG
#134-139, 140 n.h. blocks, O66 hinged, also Ross
Dependency SG6w block of 4, CP #G10a block of 4, 1d
Dominion proof booklet, etc., fine to very fine lot Est. $250/350

1596 H

Mint 1898 to 1941 Collection
$150
O.g., mounted on album pages, lightly filled with regular
issues, complete Semi-postal to 1941, few Officials, complete
Airmails to 1958 plus #VP7 Pigeon Post single, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/300

1597 Hm r 1953-1959 Mint Plate Study
$100
N.h., few hundred in multiples or dupl. with vars. identified by
Campbell Patterson “NV” numbers, incl. some used singles,
mostly from Group C “middle values” but incl. few from other
groups or types, inspect, fine to very fine ........... Est. $150/200
1598

)

1599 H)

1600

H

HHm

1958-1960 “School Record Cards”
Usages
$60
75, all on 1935 ½p yellow green wrappers (except 4, 2 on
H&G #DB2) addressed to “The Head Teacher” and sent
from the Department of Education, sent to and from various
towns across the country, probably no dupl. of the same to
and from, clean group, unusual. Higgins and Gage #DB13
....................................................................... Est. $100/150
North Borneo Mint Postal
Card Group
$100
40 mint with slight dupl., all identified by H&G numbers
and priced, mostly clean group, retail $669, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $150/200
Papua Collector’s Duplicate Lakatois Web
$500
O.g., hinged or never hinged, n.h. to o.g. and separate used
with attractive cancels, starting with SG#1-7, later to 2/6,
some shades, “Postace” varieties, Airs, Officials, few later
sets in the 1930’s, popular area, mostly fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

New Zealand

Pitcairn Islands

1591 H

1601

)

Premium Selection of Eleven Covers Web
$500
All 11 are New Zealand Postal Agency items, stampless,
Postage Due, commercial use, autographs, etc., fine overall, Ex
Vadheim collection, nice group of hard to find items .. Est. $750/1,000

1602

)

Roy Clark Related Covers
Web
$400
About 130+ to 1970’s mostly with some commercial
originating from the Islands, few incoming addressed to
Clark from U.S. but also incl. India 1946 commercial, few
early with Papua or New Zealand adhesives, incl. censored,
some early cachets, few with Clark letters, fascinating lot,
inspect, Ex Vadheim collection .......................... Est. $600/800

1603

)

1940’s to Recent Collector’s
Cover Balance
$350
Hundreds in stockbooks and loose (more common), starting
with 1940’s issue with some early commercial, numerous
cachets, FD’s, registered, auxiliary markings, radio card, few
postcards, OHMS, few with contents, scattered better GVI
covers throughout, largest hoard we have ever seen, Ex
Vadheim collection ............................................ Est. $500/750

Intact Collection
$900
In album, New Zealand starting 1874 issue and mostly used to
1915, after that virtually complete mint and used to 1963, after
that n.h. complete to 1993, scattered back of the book (total cat.
$5,472), strength in Dependencies is Cook Islands (cat. $1,354),
much fine to very fine. 2015 Scott $8,000 ........ Est. $1,200/1,500

1592 Hm) Stamp and Cover Collection
$500
1858 to 1972 mint and used on homemade pages in binder,
incl. #8, 12, 15, 80-82 on piece, mint 81-83, 123-25 etc., also
a nice group of 20th Century covers to 1950 with #182 and
199-201 each on registered cover, some nice KGVI era as
well, worthwhile and review recommended, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800
1593

H

H

Mint 20th Century Collection
$400
Mostly n.h. collection ranging from 1925-1998 in mounts in
3 Gibbons albums, nearly complete for the period with
Semi-postal incl. Smiling Boys, Health sheets, Airs, Ross
Dependency, etc., very fresh and clean, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750
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1604

)

New Zealand Adhesive Usages
Web
$350
42 diff., with SG Type Z1 Agency cancel, 1930’s-40’s
period, incl. registered, some with the Radio cachet, mostly
addressed to U.S., couple commercial with contents, few
censored, fine overall, Ex Vadheim collection .... Est. $500/700

1605

)

Better 1940’s-50’s Incoming Group
of Covers
$250
17 diff., originating from Ecuador 1942, Bermuda, Senegal
1950, Australia “Missent to Margarita, CZ” censored 1944,
Germany, New Hebrides, Iceland, etc., virtually all
commercial, fine lot, Ex Vadheim collection ...... Est. $400/600

1606

1607

H

H

)
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Complete Mint to 1999
$250
N.h., in hingeless album, incl. shades, SG#69b (cat. £200),
also 1947 UPU Congress presentation booklet, recent mint
postcards, immaculate and very fine, Ex Vadheim collection
....................................................................... Est. $350/450
16 Covers With U.S. or Canal Zone
Adhesive Usages
Web
$100
1930’s-40’s period incl. 1950 Canal Zone with Official Seals,
one to New York with 1½c franked by Postal Agency cancel,
1939 Canal Zone Paquebot usage, etc., Ex Vadheim collection
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Lot

Description

1615 H

St. Helena 1856 to 1999 Mint and
Used Collection
Web
$400
Mostly on printed pages to 1940, then in hingeless album
n.h. 1953-1999 complete, start SG #1 mint, early classics
mostly used, mostly fine to very fine, Ex Vadheim collection
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1616 Hm

Sierra Leone 1859 to 1937 Collection Web
$300
O.g., mostly mint with earlies used, mounted on Vario pages,
incl. #118, 237, S.G. #129s cat. £200, fine to very fine. 2016
Scott $2,200 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $400/600

1617 H

Sierra Leone, Mint 1896 to 1933
Collection
Web
$200
Mounted on album pages, incl. #50, 137 and Wilberforce
issue, clean condition, fine to very fine ............ Est. $300/400

1618 H

Solomons Mint Collector’s Duplicates Web
$400
N.h. to o.g., starting with SG#1-7, 1908 set and later with
dupl., GV with perf varieties, later n.h. to 2012, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

1619 ()

South Africa, 1911 to 1952
Flights Group
Web
$300
30 covers, of which 7 are South West Africa, mounted on
album pages, incl. 1911 First Aerial Post souvenir card
carried first flight Kenilworth to Muizenberg, mostly first
flights, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $500/750

1620

)

South Africa and States Postal History Web
$260
Group of 40 covers, mainly states with military, view card,
Postal Stationery and more, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1621

H

HHm

Southern Rhodesia Revenue
Accumulation
Web
$350
O.g. or n.h., Mint and used, over 130 on Vario pages, from
KGV to QEII, singles and multiples, also a small selection of
Rhodesia incl. £30 and £50 issues, a useful group, fine to very
fine. Barefoot £1,900 ..................................... Est. $500/750

1622

H

HHm

Southern Rhodesia Mint and
Used Collection
$100
O.g. or n.h., about 300 on Vario pages, from KGV to QEII,
incl. singles, multiples, booklets and dues, some light dupl.,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

1623

)

Rhodesia
1608 m

1898 to 1909 High Values Used
With Fiscal Cancels
Web
$500
21 all different examples from £1 to £50, some contain
perfins, a select and unusual group fine to very fine. Scott
$1,100 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $600/800

1609 Hm

1890 to 1909 Mint and Used
Accumulation, SG #1/117
Web
$200
O.g., over 200 on Vario pages, incl. shades, varieties (inverted
ovpts. etc.) and cancels, plus over 20 blocks and multiples, a
clean lot, fine to very fine. Scott #2/91 ................ Est. $300/400

1610 m

1896 and 1897 Arms, ½d to £1 Used
Accumulation, SG #41-50, 66-73
$120
Comprehensive, over 125, with blocks and multiples, various
shades and cancels (£1 Fiscal cancel), some light dupl., fine
to very fine. Scott #26-39, 50-57 ................... Est. $200/250

1611 Hm

Area Mint and Used Sets
$100
N.h., 13 complete sets (2 used), from KGVI to QEII, incl.
Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Northern and Southern Rhodesia,
and Rhodesia, a few dupl. sets, fine to very fine. Scott $700+
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1612 m

1890 to 1898 Used High Values With
Revenue Cancels
Web
$100
13 different from £1 to £20, a few with perfins, generally fine.
Barefoot £575 ................................................ Est. $150/200

1613

20th Century Commercial and FDC
Selection
$50
31 different covers and sizes QEII era, about half are FDC,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $100/150

)

1614 H

St. Christopher Mint 1870 to
1890 Collection
Web
$300
O.g., mounted on album page, incl. #10 and 20a, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

Start Bid

Straits Settlements Cover Group
Web
$325
18 incl. Japanese Occupation used internally on stationery
pieces, also earlier picture postcard usages, Postage Due,
1892 stationery usage to Germany, also 3 adhesives used, fine
or better ......................................................... Est. $350/450

1624 Hm

Sudan 1897 to 1954 Accumulation
$400
Hundreds mint and used in stockbook, incl. 1st issues with
types, camels, Airs, Officials, AS and SG perfins, Dues,
OSGS, Army Service, Military Telegraphs, Interpostals,
blocks, cancels, light dupl. SG £6,335 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1625 (P

Sudan 1931 and 1938 Die and
Plate Proofs
Web
$200
Ungummed, Airmail surcharge die proof on glazed card,
key plate in black on watermarked paper, and two pairs of the
10m blue key and duty plates, unusual group, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

August 12, 2018
Lot

Description

Fourth Session
Start Bid

1626

)

Tristan da Cunha 90 + Items
Covers, Cards and Ephemera
Web
$550
Mostly 1930’s-1950’s, many usages, cachets, Postage Due, ship
mail, etc., Ex Vadheim collection scarce group ....... Est. $800/1,000

1627

)

Tristan da Cunha Covers
Web
$250
Few hundred to 1999 mostly FD’s, starting with 1937 with
Postage Due, SG#C9 usage, then 1952 overprint issue on,
majority philatelic but few commercial, FD’s, few postcards,
couple using U.S. postal cards, clean, Ex Vadheim collection
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1628

H

1629

)

H
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Lot

Description

1634

H

HH r

1935 Silver Jubilee Complete
Collection
$1,500
Mint singles and blocks of each issue neatly mounted in
album, blocks n.h. and most single are l.h., incl. common
designs, fresh and fine to very fine. SG £7,500
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1635

H

HHm

Mint and Used A-Z Hoard
$1,200
Many thousands in four cartons containing 30 stockbooks or
albums plus one carton with pages stocksheets and Vario
pages, with British Africa, Pacific and America incl. G.B.
with FDC, noted Canada & Newfoundland, Sierra Leone,
Turks & Caicos, South Africa, Dominica, Grenada, India &
States, Hong Kong, C.O.G.H. triangles, Antigua,
Guernsey & Jersey, British Guiana, Ceylon etc., much cat.
value, mostly fine to very fine .................... Est. $2,000/2,500

Tristan da Cunha Complete Mint
$150
N.h., to 1999 in hingeless album, no Relief set, incl.
SG#SB1-4, Ex Vadheim collection .................. Est. $250/350
Zimbabwe Modern Cover Accumulation
$200
Over 40 commercial from 1980’s and 14 FDC, seldom seen
used on cover, a clean group, fine to very fine .. Est. $250/300

1636 H

Commonwealth Collections
1630 Hm

1631 Hm

1632 Hm

1633

H

HHm

Extensive Mint and Used Collection Web $10,000
In 4 Specialty albums by region mostly to early 1970’s (few to
1960’s), some early classics mint or used, later 1940’s and later
mostly in mounts and complete sets, scattered earlier 20th
Century with occasional used, better countries incl. Brunei,
North Borneo, Sarawak, Northern Rhodesia compl. except
#17, Seychelles virtually complete, Tristan complete mint,
Egypt with many sets complete mint or used, G.B. Offices,
BAT complete mint, British Guiana, Falklands and
Dependencies, Grenada, Jamaica with early used, Montserrat,
Turks & Caicos, very little in 19th Century priced faulty items,
old pricing from some years ago, 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine, inspect. 2015 Scott
approximately $71,000 ............................ Est. $12,000/14,000
Intact Collection 1847 to 1969
Web $9,000
Housed in three specialty albums, British Africa, British
America and other Colonies and Offices, mostly in mounts,
many complete set with the strength in 19th Century,
condition is typical for this period, some country highlights
incl. Cape of Good Hope, Mauritius, Sierra Leone,
Bermuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Falklands, St. Vincent,
Newfoundland, Gibraltar, Malta, New Zealand, inspection
is a must, generally fine to very fine. Scott $200,000+
(Owner’s) ............................................ Est. $15,000/20,000
Outstanding Accumulation
$2,500
Amazing assemblage of sets and singles on black stockcards and
larger pages, mostly mint incl. n.h. and some used throughout,
features Straits Settlements KGVI 1¢ Japanese Occupation
sheet of 100 (SG cat. £1350) and much more, well worth careful
inspection, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $3,000/4,000
Mint Balance Lot
Web $1,500
O.g. to n.h., mounted on album and Vario pages, mostly 19th
and early 20th Century, highlights incl. Bermuda #15,
British Honduras #26, 28-32, Cayman #43-44, Grenada
#10, Hong Kong, Indian States, Ireland overprints (no
Seahorses), Malayan States, Malta #14, 114, Montserrat
#3, 7, 9, North Borneo #3, Northern Nigeria #8, St.
Vincent #116, 131, Tobago #2, Zululand, scattered 19th
Century used, etc., inspection is urged, generally fine to very
fine. 2016 Scott $12,000+ (Owner’s) ...... Est. $2,500/3,000

Start Bid

Oldtime KGVI and QEII Plate Study
$1,000
N.h. or used with dupl. in glassines sorted by country
showing (where identifiable) pos. numbers, etc., incl.
occasional identified by SG, old Elizabethan cat., and/or by
KGVI cat., also non-constant flaws, watermark vars.,
countries incl. G.B. with Offices, Hong Kong, Jamaica incl.
SG #32y used, Barbados, K.U.T., Nigeria, Bermuda, New
Zealand, also incl. cancels incl. a range from Malaya,
occasional KGV variety, also mint multiples from which
variety was identified, needs close inspection, excellent lot for
the specialist, mostly fine to very fine, excellent and time
consuming process identifying the hundreds of positions in this
oldtime lot ................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1637 Hm) 1935 Extensive Jubilees Collection Web $1,000
In 8 binders, all common designs countries represented
complete o.g. and/or used, some n.h. (few used) blocks of 4 in
mostly complete sets, also each country with cover(s) incl.
commercial and FD’s, few varieties noted, also few
non-common design commercial usages and sets, India, also
Offices in Egypt single and used on cover, few possible SG
varieties, etc., overall very fine, the most extensive collection we
have ever seen ............................................ Est. $1,500/2,000
1638 Hm) 1935 Extensive Jubilees
Backup Collection
Web $1,000
Mint, used and covers in cover album and in 3 stockbooks
sorted mint and used (some dupl.) by country, about 115
covers both commercial and philatelic, mint incl. multiple
sets hinged (occasional toned hinge), occasional n.h., few
n.h. blocks, also blocks of 4 multiple sets of Honduras,
Dominica, Virgin Islands, few non-common designs,
scattered broken set values, 3rd stockbook dupl. used sets up
to 9 (Cyprus), Hong Kong (13), also 6 booklet GB Spec
#BB16, BB28 (few with issues), unchecked for vars., fine to
very fine overall ........................................ Est. $1,500/2,000
1639

H

HH

America Mostly Mint Collection
$750
Lovely collection in 2 Gibbons albums, one volume KGVI
and early QEII to 1950s with many definitive sets, also some
earlier used mostly British West Indies, some Falklands &
Dependencies incl. #IL19-33, and Belize to 1985 n.h.,
second volume is very clean Bermuda 1935 to 2000, mostly
n.h. and fairly complete from 1960, incl. souvenir sheets,
generally fine to very fine or better ............ Est. $1,000/1,500

The live auction will be conducted through "Redpoint".
Contact us for details.
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1640 Hm

Great Britain and British Europe
Collection
$550
Mint and used in Gibbons album, G.B. mostly used Victoria
through KGVI, QEII to 1970 mostly o.g. with some n.h.,
also plating of Penny Reds (#33) with 140+ different
plates, Cyprus, Gibraltar and Malta with nice KGVI and
early QEII to 1950’s mint definitive sets etc., generally very
fine or better throughout. Scott $6,600+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

Start Bid

1641 Hm

Africa Collection to 1950’s
$550
Mostly mint collection in Gibbons album, incl. nice KGVI
and early QEII definitive sets, earlier used incl. South Africa
to 1940’s, Egypt 1879 to 1938, some mint, neat collection,
worth inspection, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $700/900

1642 H

Mostly Mint Diverse Group
$550
Accumulation ranging from 19th Century to 1940 in glassines,
on dealer cards and auction sheets, incl. Australia #12 used and
Victoria AR3 (Revenue cancel), mint incl. Barbados 102-12,
116-26, 140-51, Dominica 65//84, Egypt-Suez Canal L1-3,
Gambia 12-27, Ionian Islands 1-3, Malta 18, Nevis 22,
Sarawak 67, Sudan 51-9, Tonga 41a, 46-49, 51-2, Trinidad 53,
Virgin Islands 21-8 and more, neat lot, should be inspected,
generally fine to very fine ................................... Est. $700/900

1643

H

HH

1644 Hm

1645

H

HHm

1646 H

1647

H

H
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Lot
1648

Description
H

HHm

Pacific Mint and Used Collection
$500
In Gibbons album, incl. Australia used to 1940’s with
Kangaroos and KGV, other Pacific Islands early 20th Century
mint and used, KGVI to 1950’s mint, nice mint Pitcairn
Islands 1940-99 with 1950’s onward n.h. in mounts, Gilbert
& Ellice, Gilbert Islands, Kiribati and Tuvalu 1972-80 n.h. in
mounts, generally fine to very fine or better ....... Est. $600/800
Colonies Mint and Used Collection
$450
19th & 20th Century mint and used nicely collected in two
old binders on homemade pages, earlies mostly used with
much nice KGVI and QEII definitives, some high values
present, no G.B. but does incl. Australian States, Hong
Kong, India and States, Malaya and States and smaller
Colonies, review recommended, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800
Omnibus 1946 to 1986 Collection
$400
N.h., in 12 White Ace or quad albums with high degree of
completion for each subject, with sets and souvenir sheets as
issued, incl. 1946 Peace & Victory, 1951 BWI University,
1953 Coronation, 1963 Red Cross, 1972 Silver Wedding,
1973 Princess Anne Wedding, 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee,
1978 Coronation Jubilee, 1978 Captain Cook, 1980 Queen
Mother, 1981 Royal Wedding, 1982 Diana 21st Birthday
and Royal Birth, 1983 Commonwealth Day and 1986
Queen’s 60th Birthday, all in mounts and very fine, huge
original cost for these collections .................... Est. $700/900

America Mostly Mint Collection
Web
$400
O.g. to n.h., 1865 to 1953 in album,19th Century used,
primarily KGVI to early QEII, earlier sets are short higher
values, a clean lot, fine to very fine ................... Est. $600/800

1649 Hm

G.B. & Commonwealth Collection
With Revenues
$400
Interesting collection on pages with good classic GB, incl.
#1, 2, 57, 108 (4), 109 and many other high cat. Victoria,
also Australian States, Ceylon, Sarawak, Samoa and other
small Colonies, mostly pre-1940, enhanced with various
Revenues throughout, condition mixed, much value
throughout, well worth inspection, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1650 m

Revenues 19th & 20th Century
Used Collection
Web
$350
Several 100 in stockbook, greater portion is G.B. and
Ireland, starting with embossed up to the Wildings, balance
of collection offers a selection of Colony Revenues from the
Carribean, Africa and Pacific, some light dupl., fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

1651

H

HHm

Bahrain and Kuwait 1923 to 2006
Accumulation
$350
Mint and used; Kuwait mounted on stock and album pages
in a binder plus a collection on album pages, with about half
under British control, balance from Independent era mint
and used, some heavy dupl. in some areas, cat. value over
$3,000, Bahrain mounted in album with majority mint along
with a few covers cat. value $1,800, generally fine to very fine.
Scott $4,800 ................................................... Est. $600/800

1652

H

HHm

Great Britain & Colonies 1855 to
1970 Collection
$300
Mint an used in two ‘s albums, 19th Century mostly used,
also Australia, Canada, Cyprus, Hong Kong,
Newfoundland, Ireland, New Zealand, etc., worth a look,
mixed condition mostly fine or better .............. Est. $500/750

1653

H

HHm

British Asia Mint and Used Collection
$300
Housed in album containing Aden, Malaysia, Straits
Settlements, Sarawak, and Bangkok #12 and 17 (certs.),
later n.h., generally fine to very fine S.G. cat. value £6,800
(owners) ........................................................ Est. $500/750

Mostly Mint Intact Collection
$500
In 4 specialty albums by region, to mostly 1970’s where
appropriate, most countries but excludes G.B., New Zealand
(separate lot), later period n.h. in mounts and in complete
sets, Labuan mostly used ............................ Est. $750/1,000
Collector Accumulation
$500
Few thousand sorted in glassines 1850’s to with some early
used and lots of modern mint n.h. sets, cat. values to about
$100, better areas incl. G.B., and Channel Islands incl.
complete booklets, Br. Guiana, and Guyana, Ireland, and
Br. Pacific, owners cat $7000, fine .................. Est. $600/700

Start Bid

1654 H

Mint Collection Balance
Web
$250
O.g., mounted on album pages, mostly Airmail from Papua,
British Africa and Sudan, which incl. booklets, also incl.
1920 to 1937 St. Kitts-Nevis, fine to very fine . Est. $400/600

1655 Hm

British Africa 1879 to 1960 Collection
$250
Mint (mostly l.h.) and used in three albums, with
cross-section of all Reigns (QV to QEII), with Ascension,
Basutoland, Bechuanaland & Bechuanaland Protectorate,
British East Africa, Egypt, Gambia, Gold Coast, British
Middle East Forces, British Offices in Morocco, Mauritius,
Nigeria, Northern Nigeria, Nyasaland, St. Helena,
Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somaliland, Southern Nigeria,
South-West Africa, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanganyika, Tristan
da Cunha, Zanzibar, etc., mostly fine or better Est. $400/600

1656 m

Tristan and Pitcairn Used Collections
$250
In “KaBe” album, to 1988 complete, fine to very fine, Ex
Vadheim collection ............................................ Est. $350/450

August 12, 2018
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Lot

Description

1657 Hm

British Asia Collection to 1950’s
$250
Mint and used 19th & 20th Century to 1950’s on quad
pages, features nice mint KGVI and early QEII sets incl.
Sarawak and Singapore, best is India Ghandi set to 10r, nice
group worth inspection, clean and generally fine to very fine
or better ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1658 Hm

1659 H

1660 H

1661 H

1662

H

HH

1663 Hm

1664

H

Hr

Start Bid

Commonwealth Balance
$200
19th & 20th Century mint and used in five stockbooks with
many mint n.h. new issues of G.B., Channel Islands,
Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, New Zealand and Pitcairn
Islands, also older mint and used G.B. and Commonwealth
and general Foreign, worth inspection, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350
Mostly Mint QEII Collection
$180
On old pages, mostly contains Cyprus, St. Lucia and
Bermuda, plus a selection of other countries incl., some
commercial and FDC, fine to very fine ........... Est. $300/400
Selection of 1935 Jubilee Errors
$150
Consists of Jamaica SG#116c, Bahamas #143g, Jamaica
116a in block of 4, Ceylon #381f, all o.g., and used British
Guiana #301h, fine to very fine. SG £1,076 ... Est. $250/350
Pre-1940 Mint Group
$150
Small group of mostly pre-1940 mint, unfortunately all stuck
down, in glassines, stockcards or dealer pages, incl. much
Canada best being #176-77, also Labuan 99A-109,
Southern Nigeria 1-9, Tanganyika 1-9, substantial cat.,
condition varies ............................................. Est. $250/350
KGVI Issues
$150
About 200 mint (some n.h.), with dupl. incl., Leeward Islands
103-115 with dupl., Seychelles 125-148, Swaziland SG
28-38a, and Straits Settlements 228-252, fine ... Est. $200/250

1666

)

H

H

Lot

Description

Omnibus Mint Collection
$100
N.h., 1937 KGVI complete Coronation issue in singles and
blocks, QEII Coronation in special presentation book (l.h.),
Silver Coronation and Wedding issue, Prince Charles
Wedding gutter strip collection, plus a handful of FDCs,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/300

Andorra (French) 1938 and 1939
Covers to U.S., #31/52
Web
$100
3 covers, 1938 and 1939 Andorre La Vielle, Val. D’Andorre,
both to Palo Alto, Cal, both with contents, Ex Ernst Sielaff
Estate ............................................................. Est. $150/200
Argentina Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #22a//Q3
$1,600
To 2011, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $50 range and up, mostly 5 of
each item, some 19th & 20th Century o.g. or used to 2000, incl.
min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling, inventory incl., very
fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott $27,500+ Est. $2,700/3,000

Start Bid

1667

H

HHm

Austria 1850 to 1991 Collection
$250
Mint and used housed in an album, 19th Century mostly
used, fairly comprehensive to the 1980’s, later n.h., fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1668

H

HHm

Austria Mint and Used Collection
$250
In Schaubek album, earlies used, much modern mint in
mounts, also incl. Back-of-Book with Bosnia &
Herzegovina, generally fine to very fine. Scott $3,000 +
(Owner’s 2012) ............................................. Est. $300/400

1669

)

Austria Postal History
Web
$200
Group of 35 covers, mainly 20th Century with very nice
Airmail, also incl. Postage Due, Expositions and Offices
Abroad, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ....................... Est. $250/350

1670

)

Belgian Congo, 1926 to 1943 Flights
Group
Web
$200
21 covers mounted on album pages, 4 with certs., most sent to
Belgium with one to France and a few to U.S., unusual and
interesting group, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $250/300

1671

H

Belgium 1849 to 2008 Collection
$250
Mint and used in 3 albums, few thousand, 19th Century
mostly used, 20th Century to 1973 parallels both mint and
used, later n.h., plus much Back-of-Book, generally fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1672

)

Belgium & Colonies Postal History
Web
$250
Selection of over 55 covers with many premium pieces,
includes scarce destinations, registered cards, Postage Dues
and view cards., Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ............ Est. $300/400

1673

H

H

Bolivia Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #24//RAC2
$650
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range and up,
mostly 5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or
used to 2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for
selling, inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017
Scott $11,000+ ....................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

1674

H

H

Brazil Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #68//RAB1
$1,600
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$26,500+ ................................................ Est. $2,600/2,800

HHm

Interesting Accumulation
$150
O.g., Few hundred on pages incl. some better single items
and booklets, mint Togo, St. Kitts Nevis, postally used
Labuan, Used QV issues, Heligoland, Revenues, and mint
sets on stockpages, v.g.-fine ........................... Est. $200/250

Foreign Country Collections
1665
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1675 Hm

1676

H

H

Brazil Collection on Pages
Web
$500
Mint and used from an oldtime collection mounted on pages
running from 1843 to 1906 incl. #1-3 and many other
numerals, Fine, realized $1250 hammer in January auction (not
paid for) ....................................................... Est. $750/1,000
Chile Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #8//RA8
$450
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$7,700+ ..................................................... Est. $750/1,000
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China
1677 Hm

1678 Hm

1679 Hm

1680

H

H
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Mint and Used Accumulation
$1,000
Mostly early 20th Century to early PRC period, unchecked
on stockcards, stockpages, on a few printed pages, in
glassines, numerous cancels from 1930’s-40’s period, need to
look ......................................................... Est. $1,300/1,600
Accumulation in Banker Box
$500
Thousands of mint and used (unchecked for postmarks),
many loose, in glassine envelopes, stockpages and album
pages, etc. plus few covers with all areas represented from
coiling dragon to 1940’s, Japan Occupation incl some
Manchukuo, Taiwan, PRC, etc., messy lot but careful
inspection and sorting would be rewarding .... Est. $600/800
Collector’s Accumulation
$350
N.h., PRC to #3375 plus Provinces, only a few used, ROC
to 3466, plus Occupation and Provinces, mild dupl.,
additional binder with used Imperial China and ROC. with
dupl., spot check saw only n.h., but some o.g. to be expected
....................................................................... Est. $650/850
1970’s to 1990’s Never Hinged Sets
$350
N.h., PRC 1973 to 1990, Taiwan 1974 to 1990, older cat.
pricing, cat to around $200 incl. PRC #1255-70, 1501,
1904, couple of booklets, min. sheets, etc., clean
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

Lot

Description

1688 Hm

Small Early Group
Web
$120
On album pages, incl. #10, 11, and 12 (2), used, 73, 78, and
80 unused, four Treaty Ports, fine overall ....... Est. $200/300

1689 Hm

Mint and Used Unsorted
$100
Many hundreds mint and used, loose, in glassines, on few
pages, etc., few PRC, needs inspection and unchecked
....................................................................... Est. $200/400

1690

Small Cover Accumulation
$100
About 100, 1920 to 1990’s, mostly commercial, fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

)

1691 Hm

Start Bid

Mint and Used Stock With PRC
$60
To 1980’s, one stockbook Imperial China and R.O.C., one
stockbook P.R.C., incl. Occupation and Provinces, minor
dupl., generally fine to very fine ...................... Est. $100/150

People’s Republic of China
1692

H

1693

H

H

H

Better Mint Sets
$400
1969 to 1974, n.h., incl. #1005-1006, 1011-1015,
1046-1057, 1067-1075, 1104-1113, and 1211-1214, fine to
very fine. Scott $2,445 .................................... Est. $500/600

H

Small Group of Better Sets
$300
1971-1976 n.h., incl. #1080-1083, 1095-1098, and
1211-1214, fine to very fine. Scott $1,446 ....... Est. $350/450

H

Modern Mint Accumulation
$250
N.h., many hundreds incl. souvenir sheets, from 1982 to
2004, mostly PRC with a few sets from Taiwan, better items
incl. #1844, 1863a, 1900a, and 1904, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1681 Hm

Interesting Balance
$300
Few thousand from 1880’s to 2000, on pages and in albums,
with some questionable early issues, nice group of PRC incl.
some better mint issues, and lots mint of modern issues,
worth a close look, fine to very fine .................. Est. $500/750

1694

1682 H

Treaty Ports and Local Posts
Mint Group
Web
$300
O.g., 24 items on a Vario page, incl. Amoy Postage Dues
#J1, J3a, J5, J6, J9a, J10, J11a, KewKiang Locals, 1945
Meng Kiang unissued set of 10, plus China #13, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $1,800+ ...................... Est. $400/600

1695 (H) r Early Issues in Partial Sheets
$250
Ungummed, few hundred incl. #122-123 (40 reprints),
151-154 (50 sets), 159-162 (40 sets), and 194-197 (20 sets),
also some definitive issues, fine to very fine ..... Est. $300/400

1683

1684

)

)

1685 Hm

1686

1687

)

)

1696

H

1697

)

Modern FDCs
$150
About 400 cacheted from 1979 to 2002, mostly PRC with
some Taiwan, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $200/250

Small Cover Group
$150
18, late 1920’s and 1930’s, addressed to U.S. incl. couple
registered and Postage Due, plus 3 from Manchuria, fine
...................................................................... Est. $200/250

1698

H

Hr

1977 to 1987 Issues
$150
Few hundred n.h., incl. blocks of 4 of later issues and few
souvenir sheets and booklets, better items incl. #1844,
#1900 booklet and 1904, fine to very fine ....... Est. $200/250

Mostly Used Accumulation
$150
Few thousand in envelopes and loose, some on piece with a
few mint PRC issues, fine to very fine ............. Est. $200/250

1699

H

H

Modern Mint Accumulation
$150
Many hundreds, mostly 1980’s to 2000 n.h. issues with a few
earlier and Taiwan plus few full sheets, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1700

H

H

Never Hinged Group
$150
Small box with hundreds of stamps, souvenir sheets,
sheetlets, part sheets, etc., plus year book and folders,
nothing expensive but a nice clean lot ............. Est. $200/300

Group of 13 Early 20th Century
Covers
Web
$200
Incl. FAM#14 flights to U.S., 5 1920’s Manchuria
overprint covers, 1929 sets of 4 on individual covers, etc.,
mixed condition ............................................. Est. $300/400

Four Circa 1910 Paoting Postal
Card Usages
Web
$130
One damaged, two with additional Pehtaiho (Hebei)
cancels, all used locally, fine ........................... Est. $200/300
1920’s-1930’s Cover Group
Web
$120
13 incl. 1935 Harbin, Manchukuo, 2 postcards incl. 1930
Sea Post, all to U.S., bit musty, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

H) r

Modern Accumulation
$150
Many hundreds mostly n.h. issues from 1980’s to 2000 incl.
blocks and souvenir sheets plus few Taiwan, and earlier used,
and FDCs, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $200/250

August 12, 2018
Lot

Description

1701

H

1702

H

1705

H

H

Start Bid

Description

1710 H

Mint Complete Collection
Web
$500
In Lighthouse album, incl. proofs, specimens, shades, perf
vars., pl. varieties, mint multiples, #108a with cert., Airs
complete, Dues 1889 set complete plus perf vars., plus later
sets, fresh throughout, fine to very fine, see lot 1836 for later
Netherlands Indies collection, Ex Vadheim collection
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1711

)

136+ Covers, Mostly Curacao
and Aruba
Web
$400
Also few Saba, with stampless, Postage Due, ship cancels,
registered, Airmail, incoming from U.S., censored, postcard
views, Postal Stationery, Officially Sealed, few incoming,
etc., mixed condition, Ex Vadheim collection many scarce usages
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1712

)

Ship Mail Markings Covers, Etc.
Web
$400
Around 100 in Scott Specialty album with 75 pages and a
bonus envelope of covers, cards, stamps with cancels,
reference info, etc., also many more stamps with ship cancels,
fine overall, Ex Vadheim collection many scarce cancels
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1713

)

St. Martin, 45+ Covers, Cards, Postal
Forms 1886 to 1999
Web
$350
Registered, Postal Stationery, Airmail, WWII censors,
printed matter, inter-island, incoming, etc., generally fine,
Ex Vadheim collection an outstanding accumulation of hard to find
items ............................................................... Est. $600/800

Cuba Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #67//RA43
$280
To 2002, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$4,600+ ........................................................ Est. $400/600

1714

)

Air Mail Postal Markings
Cover Exhibit
Web
$350
Documented group of few adhesives and covers (about 55)
on pages in album, starting with KLM station cancels incl.
Aruba, followed by Sub-Stations, then “Route Marks”, also
Provisional Air Mail usages, first flights to and from
Curacao, interesting lot, inspect, fine to very fine lot, Ex
Vadheim collection ............................................ Est. $500/750

Cuba 1855 to 1961 Collection
$140
Mint and used in Specialty album, decently filled incl.
Airmails, Special Delivery, a few Postage Dues, Newspaper
and Postal Tax, generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $200/300

1715

)

Bonaire, 24 Covers and Cards 1900
to 1989
Web
$300
Registered, Postal Stationery, Airmail, WWII censors,
printed matter, few incoming, an outstanding accumulation
of hard to find items, generally fine, Ex Vadheim collection
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1716

)

St. Eustatius, 29+ Covers and Cards
1918 to 1976
Web
$300
Registered, Postal Stationery, Airmail, WWII censors,
printed matter, incoming, etc., generally fine, Ex Vadheim
collection an outstanding accumulation of hard to find items
....................................................................... Est. $450/600

1717

)

Aruba, 140+ Covers and Cards
Web
$250
Mostly 1930 to 1950, registered, Official, Air Mail, ship
cancels, Postage Due, incoming inter-island, mixed
condition, Ex Vadheim collection many scarce and desirable
usages ............................................................. Est. $400/600

1718

)

Curacao and Aruba WWII Cover
Censor Markings
Web
$250
66+ covers with 40 items mounted and described, mixed
condition, comprehensive study like this does not come to market
very often, Ex Vadheim collection also contains Frank Julsen’s
reference work ................................................. Est. $400/600

1994 Joint Issue Accumulation,
#2528-29; U.S. #2867-68
$60
N.h., incl. multiple sheets, blocks, FD’s of both countries,
very fine ......................................................... Est. $100/150

H

Colombia Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #8//RA8
$1,400
To 2015, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$22,900+ ................................................ Est. $2,200/2,400

H

H

1706 Hm
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Lot

H)

1703 Hm

1704

Fourth Session

Colombian States 1863 to 1907
Web
$200
Mint and used mounted on album pages, contains
Antioquia, Bolivar, Boyaca, Cundinamara, Santander,
Tolima plus SCADTA pairs, fairly comprehensive, rarely
seen, fine to very fine. 2016 Scott $1,300+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
Costa Rica Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #16//RA134
$350
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$6,000+ ........................................................ Est. $600/800

Curacao
1707

)

Premium Selection of 36 Covers
Web $2,000
Curacao, Aruba, Bonaire, St Eustatius, St. Martin, and Saba
originations and some destinations, consisting of stampless,
incoming, registered, Postage Due, inter-island, and
Foreign destinations, a little bit of something for the classic
collector, dealer or specialist, inspect carefully, generally fine,
Ex Vadheim collection ................................ Est. $3,000/4,000

1708

)

320+ Covers and Cards
Web $1,000
Stampless, registered, Postage Due, Postal Stationery, few
incoming, many hand selected items representing over a
Century of postal history usages, generally fine, Ex Vadheim
collection ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1709

)

Saba Island, 100+ Covers, Cards,
Postal Forms
Web
$550
1910 to 2020 registered, Postal Stationery, Air Mail, WWII
censors, printed matter, inter-island, incoming, Postage
Due, ship cancels, few incoming, etc., Ex Vadheim collection
an outstanding accumulation of hard to find items
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

Start Bid
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1719

)

Premium Selection of 13 Covers
and Cards
Web
$250
Registered, Air Mail 1st day, Postage Due on US postal card
#UX27, French packet Cuba, censored, etc., generally fine,
Ex Vadheim collection scarce usages .................... Est. $350/450

1720

)

Saba, 30 Incoming Postcards
Web
$150
Mostly from U.S., two from Bermuda, one from G.B., all
addressed to Johnson family, windward side, about half with
Saba incoming cancel, mixed condition as expected,
generally fine, Ex Vadheim collection very scarce to find incoming
mail in this quantity .......................................... Est. $250/300

1721 H)

1722

H

H

Curaçao/Netherlands Antilles Mint
Stationery
$100
Collector’s group of 72 incl. few recent Aerogrammes, value
in early period with postal cards incl. specimen overprints,
stationery envelopes, etc., much fine to very fine, Ex Vadheim
collection ......................................................... Est. $150/200
1918 to 2001 Intact Collection
Web
$800
N.h., highly complete collection 1926 to 1995 contained in 5
Lighthouse hingeless albums, noted #B37-39, B41-46, B57
(all signed multiple times), C6b, a great collection to improve
upon, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1723 Hm

Denmark Exhibit Variety Collection Web
$700
About 90 mounted on pages and identified by mostly Facit
numbers, mint or used, incl. positional flaws incl. Facit
#221v1, few used on covers, essays, inventory incl., fine to
very fine lot .............................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1724 H

Denmark Reprints Selection, Facit
#N11/N16, NE21, P16, 18
Web
$500
38 items, starting with 1885 Issue and ends with Bates
reprints of the 1870 issue, listed and priced per AFA cat.
some years ago ............................................ Est. $750/1,000

1725

H

H

1726 H

1727

1728

H

H

H

H

August 12, 2018

Fourth Session

Denmark 20th Century Mint
Duplicated Stock, Facit #71/595
$400
N.h., in multiples up to quantities of few hundred, mostly in
1930’s-1970’s period, also #HA14, HA9, inventory incl.,
clean. Facit SKr 10,600 .................................. Est. $600/800
Denmark Collector’s Eclectic Group
$150
Incl. Local Post labels (few hundred) and 14 mint entires,
few early mint letter cards, accumulation of wavy line cancels,
small used 20th Century stock, rail post cancels, 20th
Century used blocks of 4 ................................ Est. $250/350
Dominican Republic Mostly Mint 20th
Century Dealer Stock, #120//RAC8
$600
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$9,500+ .................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200
Ecuador Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #19//RAC3
$1,300
To 2017, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$21,750+ ................................................ Est. $2,000/2,200

Lot

Description

1729 Hm

Egypt 1864 to 1890 Interpostal Seals
Collection and Accumulation
Web $7,000
Valuable holding of these rarely seen items starting with 2
volumes mounted collection on custom album pages of over
1,000 seals mostly unused and different, vastly superior in
quality and scope running from 1864 to 1890 with many
better throughout arranged by years, types, die varieties and
town names, plus 3 stockbooks and a folder containing well
over 3,000 seals which are either dupl. or the ones never made
to the collection, quite a remarkable lot for the specialist of
this elusive but increasingly popular area, overall better than
average condition with some faults as usual, inspection
highly recommended ............................. Est. $8,000/10,000

1730 H

Egypt Revenue and Seals Collection Web
$350
Few hundred on mostly blank pages incl. 130 diff. seals,
cigarette with various companies incl. blocks of 4, “General”,
few cut squares, etc., overall Very Fine ........... Est. $450/550

1731 Hm

Egypt Officially Sealed Labels Group Web
$200
1906 to 1932, seldom seen group of 44 mint and used labels
individually identified by different printings, etc. incl. multiples
(pair, strip, block), generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $300/400

1732

H

HH

Start Bid

Ethiopia 1930 to 1936 Issues
Collection
Web
$200
O.g. or n.h., mounted on album pages, primarily
Proclamation and Coronation issues, incl. specimens, trial
proof impressions, varieties, rubber handstamp overprints,
presentation sheet, imperfs, provisional Surcharges, also a set
of 1894 issue, unusual assortment generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1733 Hm

Ethiopia 1895-1930’s Interesting
Accumulation
$150
Mint and used in small box incl different colors overprints
(trial printings), overprint setting varieties, missing
characters, part sheet with errors, etc, along with some
normal basic stamps/sets (note 1936 Italian Occupation set
cat $125), etc, mostly fine to very fine ............. Est. $200/300

1734 H)

Ethiopia Mint Stationery
$100
88 mostly Air Letter sheets, with slight dupl., all identified by
H&G and/or “EAPC” numbers and priced, mostly clean
group, retail $721, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1735 Hm

Finland Dealers Stock With Aland
$400
7 stockbooks with thousands of mint and used (lots of n.h.)
from #4 into 1990’s, along with stockbook of mostly mint
n.h. Aland, all totaling a huge amount of cat. value, well
worth a look, Fine to Very Fine ................... Est. $750/1,000

1736 Hm

Finland Select Group of Varieties
Web
$200
Small group of mint or used items, incl. Facit #79 imperf
pair, 130W2 (cat. Skr4000), inventory incl., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

France
1737 m)

Adhesives and Covers 1849 to 1930’s
$500
Early mostly used collection interspersed with covers on
homemade pages in a binder, incl. #1, 2, 7, 7a, 9, 16, 37, 40,
41, 46, 47, 48 etc., mint #64, 66, J3-4, J6, J10 also a
handsome assortment of early covers and some additional
Colonies general issues, inspection will prove rewarding,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/800

August 12, 2018
Lot
1738

Description
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Start Bid
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1747 EP

Die Proofs, Essays, Trial Colors and
Imperfs Collection
Web
$300
Over 170 items mounted on album pages, primarily from
French Africa and Pacific, contained are many artist signed
die proofs, color trials, composites and progressives, consists
of more die proofs than imperfs, clean lot, inspection highly
recommended, fine to very fine ...................... Est. $500/750

)

Postal History From Estate
Web
$350
Over 76 covers from stampless to about 1950, many classics
with a range of Paris stars, good Airmails, some Postage
Dues, a concentration camp and more; incl. #162 on 1912
Lille Chambre of Commerce, Nord Postcard to Drontheim,
multi-color illustrated advertising Hygiene Du Betail pat
L’Eau De Javel showing farm animals, fine overall, Ex Ernst
Sielaff Estate ................................................... Est. $500/650

1739 H

WWI Delandre Vignettes
Web
$170
Approx. 1,000 labels, 1910-1920, in #102 cards or sales
pages, marked retail approx $6,000, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $350/450

1748 (HHH 1935 to 1960 Collection
Web
$300
O.g. or n.h., several hundred mounted on album pages,
primarily French Africa with a few imperfs and souvenir
sheets, noted French Morocco #C12a, Senegal “Richelieu”
overprints and Trans-Gabon pilot labels to remote points, a
clean lot, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750

1740

Airmail Postal History
Web
$120
13 premium Pre WWII Airmail covers to a wide range of
destinations, incl. #B19 on a catapult cover, Ex Ernst Sielaff
Estate ............................................................. Est. $150/200

1749 Hm

Mint and Used Area Collection
$100
On pages to 1950’s, incl. nice selection of France classics,
also Alsace-Lorraine, Officials, early Colonies, some
Revenues and labels etc., better cancels throughout,
substantial cat. value, mixed condition, review
recommended, generally fine ......................... Est. $250/350

1961 to 1970 Africa Collection
$250
O.g., housed in album, mostly mint (used cto), incl. Algeria,
Burundi, Cameroun, Central Africa (#81-85), Chad and
Congo (#208-13), fine to very fine. Scott $3,400+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $400/600

1750 H

Collection to 1970’s
$250
Mostly o.g. in 2 Minkus albums, incl. many Peace &
Commerce, French Equatorial Africa, Comores, and
Mauritania well represented, fair amount of complete sets,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

Small Accumulation
$100
O.g. or n.h., few hundred incl. mint #251 (2), used 254,
Telegraph stamps and nice group of precancels, fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1751

)

Arts Exposition Covers
Web
$200
Collection 21 of the 24 Colonies that issues stamps on mainly
registered covers, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate . Scott $500 (for
stamps) .......................................................... Est. $250/350

1752

)

1925 to 1946 Flights Covers Group Web
$150
Over 70 covers, mounted on album pages from various
Colonies incl. Cameroun, Chad, Morocco (#C23a missing
surcharge variety), French Equatorial Africa, New
Caledonia, Madagascar, Mauritania, Senegal, Upper Volta,
etc., generally fine to very fine ......................... Est. $200/300

1753 F

Fournier Forgeries
$100
Unused, approx. 600, mostly different, a few with cancels
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1754

H

1946 Airpost “Du Tchad Ua Rhin”
Imperfs
$100
N.h., 8 diff. complete sets, and 6 other sets missing one value
in each, all marginal ....................................... Est. $150/200

1755

)

)

1741 Hm

1742

H

HHm

1743 H)

1744

)

Alsace & Lorraine Collection
Web
$100
Mostly stamps and some covers from all aspects of Alsace &
Loraine, classic France, German Occupation, Germany and
post WWI France, very unusual., Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $150/250
Peace & Commerce Sage Issue
Postal History
Web
$100
Collection of 24 with good destinations, advertising,
registered and more, nice lot, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

French Colonies
1745 H)

1746

)

Peace & Commerce Mint Stationery
Stock
$550
Approx. 675, with slight dupl. for various Colonies, incl.
replys, occasional wrapper, few with adhesives added, mostly
identified by H&G numbers, some with slight edge toning
only, otherwise clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000
Select Group of Postal History
Web
$500
Strong group of over 65 from all parts of the French sphere
beginning with several Peace & Commerce issue, incl.
Airmail, censors, view cards and more; incl. French Colonies
10c (#3) and 40c (#5) Eagle Crown 1871 Reunion, St.
Denis to Bordeaux, France via reverse Toulouse A
Bordeaux, A.; #29-30 1906 Papeete, Tahiti Local use; #82,
86A (2), and 87 (2) on 30c Postage Paid Frank 1928
Ile-Cheins, St. Pierre Et Miquelon registered to Paris,
France; #22 (2) 1902 Offices in Zanzibar to Springfield,
Mass. forwarded to Boston, etc., fine overall, Ex Ernst Sielaff
Estate ............................................................. Est. $700/900

H

1960’s to 2004 Better FDC’s
$100
140 single issue or sets, 1960’s to 2004 period, sleeved priced,
and identified, consisting of St. Pierre, Polynesia, FSAT.,
Gabon, clean, slight dupl., retail approx. $1,100+, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $150/200

Germany
1756 Hm

States and Empire to 1911
Web $1,800
O.g., mint and mostly used, few hundred, mounted on
album pages, all States represented along with Empire
Eagles and Germania Pre-war printings, clean and useful
group fine to very fine or better ................. Est. $2,500/3,000

We are now accepting consignments for the 2019
ORCO-EXPO auction in southern California.
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Description
)

H

HH
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Mostly Commercial Covers
$1,000
741, sleeved, priced, and sorted, in stuffed Pittsburgh box,
sorted by time period, with some States, many 3rd Reich,
postwar with DDR FD’s, nothing priced probably over $50,
usual condition, retail $10,842, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock ......................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500
Intact Mostly 20th Century to
3rd Reich Collection
Web
$650
O.g. to n.h. in 2 Lighthouse albums incl. few early period
mint, many identified by Michel #s, incl. 1900 mark set with
3m, 5m n.h., mostly in complete set, some varieties, Airs,
1930 Iposta, 1935 Ostropa sheets, 1934 to 1943 complete,
also Afrika Corp, Officials, Inselpost, Bohemia & Moravia,
and General Government, very fresh throughout, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1759 H

Poster Stamps, Labels and Seals
Web
$600
Approx. 5,500, 1900 to 1950, mostly in #102 cards or sales
pages, group of German League in Austria stuck down,
marked retail approx $20,000, otherwise fine to very fine, Ex
Mike Mead ............................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1760

Mostly Third Reich Covers and
Postcards
Web
$500
Over 160 items mostly Third Reich era postcards and covers
(incl few Mussolini) with many better items throughout, but
there are also Postal Stationery (we note early Airmail
Stationery envelope), some Colonies & Offices abroad covers,
1934 Zepp cover to Brazil, plus other interesting covers, close
inspection recommended, fine overall ........... Est. $800/1,000

Lot
1765

Description
)

Post War Postal History
Web
$300
Good collection of 60 covers, mainly better stamps and single
franked covers, significant Michel cat. value., Ex Ernst
Sielaff Estate ................................................... Est. $450/550

1766 H

Mostly Mint Area to 1940
$300
19th & 20th Century accumulation in glassines and on dealer
pages, incl. #1, 8, 50, B8-11, B18, Cameroun 53-61,
German New Guinea 19, Togo 10-16, attractive
accumulation, worth inspection ..................... Est. $400/500

1767

)

Empire Postal History
Web
$270
Group of over 83 covers from 1871 to about 1935, incl.
interesting marking, good destinations and great usages,
fine, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ............................. Est. $350/450

1768

H

Dealer Accumulation
$250
Mint and used on stockpages and glassines in two albums,
from Germania to Inflation issues plus Inflation Officials,
singles, strips and blocks, much dupl. contained, fine to very
fine. Scott $6,000+ (Owner’s) ...................... Est. $400/600

HHm

1769 Hm
)

1761 Hm

1762

)

1763 Hm

1764 Hm

1850’s to 1940’s Intact Collection
$500
Extensive n.h., o.g., and used of around 1,600, clean
collection housed in Naribo binder/pages incl. mint
beginning with six early Empire issues #14/24;
Hindenburg #408-410, 412-414 (cat. $677); Semi-Postal
#B57 ($750); #B103-106 ($740); Lilienthal #C55-56
($260), incl. printing varieties (noted open D, small 8,
inverted 8 surcharge, C instead of E), watermark/gum
distinctions, and multiples/se-tenants, also contains States
and Colonies, with Saxony; Prussia; and North German
Postal District, plus high denomination Yacht Colonial
issues from Kamerun, Karoline, Kiautschou, Marianen, and
Samoa - noted Kamerun #18 full pane of 20 n.h. ($420+);
and Kiautschou #42 block of 4 — 2 n.h. 2 l.h. ($720),
generally fine to very fine. Scott $12,000 (Owner’s)
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000
100 Different Propaganda Cards
$450
Very clean group used, retail up to $50, virtually no dupl.
...................................................................... Est. $500/650
States Mint and Used Group
$400
19th Century accumulation on dealer made cards incl.
Bremen #2, 4, 6, 12, 13, Brunswick 2, Hamburg 19,
Hanover 9, 16, Mecklenburg-Schwerin 6, 7, Oldenburg 13,
16, 17, Prussia 21, Schleswig-Holstein 24, Wurtemburg 44,
etc., neat and useful group, many with four margins, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $500/750
Mint and Used Area Collection
$350
19th & 20th Century in two Specialty albums to about 1957,
incl. clean, mostly complete Third Reich with some souvenir
sheets and Postwar n.h. material, better sets throughout,
review recommended, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

Start Bid

Germany & Colonies 1851 to 1953
Collection
$250
Mint and used housed in a specialty album containing States,
Imperial Empire, 3rd Reich, Federal Republic, D.D.R.,
Occupation and Colonies, fine to very fine ..... Est. $400/600

1770

H

1771

)

Richard Steiff Covers, Etc.
Web
$200
60 covers, picture postcards and ephemera ranging from
WWI to late 1930’s related to the creator, with 29 having his
autograph and over 40 other items cancelled with Geigen,
Germany Teddy Bear pictorial cancels, a diverse and
interesting group, fine to very fine, Richard Steiff was a
German designer, known for helping create the Teddy Bear
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1772 m

1889 to 1967 Used Collection
$180
In two Lighthouse hingeless albums, selections of Germania,
Inflation, 3rd Reich with Officials and Feldpost, Republic
incl. Berlin, mostly fine or better ..................... Est. $300/400

1773

)

Lufthansa 1st Flight Stock
$150
Hundreds sleeved, identified, and priced in full Pittsburgh
box, in chronological order starting #Si459, virtually no
dupl., few with Foreign adhesives, priced up to $12+,
immaculate, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1774

)

Occupations Postal History
Web
$150
Selection of 35 covers, WWI and WWII Occupations with
Danzig and Saar, nice range of markings and usages, incl.
Occupation of Malmedy Overprints registered with
#1N42, 1N43 (2), 1N45, 1N47-49, 1N52-56, and 1920
Ligneuville registered to Rijswijk, Netherlands, Ex Ernst
Sielaff Estate ................................................... Est. $200/250

HH

Mostly 20th Century Collection
$250
Mostly mint on album and Vario pages, with a few States
(used), Semi-postal, Russian Occupation, French Zone,
Marienwerder and highly complete Memel, plus another
album of Inflation sheets, noted n.h. #66a, 187a, Berlin n.h.
9NB3a, etc., a clean lot, fine to very fine .......... Est. $400/600

August 12, 2018
Lot

Description

Commercial Mail Accumulation
$140
Hundreds stuffed in small box, mostly 20th Century to
1950’s, incl. inflation, Zones, few 1950’s FD’s, etc.,
somewhat mixed condition, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $200/300

1786 Hm

East Africa 1905 to 1916 Collection,
Michel #22/38
Web
$150
O.g., 30 examples mint and used on Vario page, very light
dupl. (shades) incl. five 1916 Provisionals incl. Michel #V
(not signed), fine to very fine. Scott #22/39 ... Est. $250/350

1776 Hm

Area Mint and Used Miscellany
$100
Varied collection on pages mostly pre-1950, incl. States,
Colonies, Offices, locals, some Revenues and reprints, mixed
condition, for the curious collector ................. Est. $250/350

1787

)

Offices & Colonies Postal History
Web
$120
15 incl. card with a nice range of marking and usages, incl.
Offices in Turkey #9 (2), 10 (5) 1895 Constantinople,
Deutsche Post registered to Munich, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1777

3rd Reich Postal History
Web
$100
Group of 35 covers, incl. Propaganda card, stamp usages and
more; incl. Brown Ribbon Horse Race 1937 to 1944
#B90/B283 group of 8 single franked covers with mostly
illustrated slogan Braune Bund cancels, Ex Ernst Sielaff
Estate ............................................................. Est. $170/200

1788 H

Cameroun 1897 to 1905 Mint
Collection, Michel #1/19
Web
$60
O.g., 27 examples on Vario page, light dupl. (shades etc.),
fine to very fine. Scott #1/20 $400+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1789 Hm

Greece 1861 to 1888 Hermes
Head Collection
Web
$700
O.g., mint and used, mounted on album pages, fairly
comprehensive with some issues running parallel mint and
used, a useful group, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1790 Hm

Greece Collection 1861 to 1896
$200
Small collection of mint and used on quad pages, mostly
Hermes Heads incl. used #8 (2), 29, mint 8a, also some
1896 Olympics, clean early group .................. Est. $400/500

1791 Hm

Greece Collection to 1960’s
$140
Mixed o.g. and used, 19th Century onwards in National
album, dupl. in stockbooks and stockpages incl. blocks and
Cinderellas, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $250/350

)

)

1778

H

1779

)

1780

HH

)

Start Bid
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Lot

1775

Description

Fourth Session

Vintage Flight and Zeppelin Labels
Web
$100
Mint collection mounted on album pages, over 250 items, an
unusual and interesting grouping, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
Airmail Postal History
Web
$100
Small group of 12 covers, two DO-X flights, a zeppelin, two
early postcards and international Airmail, Ex Ernst Sielaff
Estate ............................................................. Est. $140/180
States Postal History
Web
$100
Selection of over 25 covers, strongest in Bavaria and
Württemberg, a very nice showing of markings usages, fine,
Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ..................................... Est. $130/160

German Offices & Colonies
1781 H

Heligoland Specialized Collection
Web $1,500
Mostly o.g., over 525 genuine, reprints and postal cards on
Vario pages, sorted and grouped by original printings,
Berlin, Leipzig and Hamburg reprints, very detailed and
comprehensive collection with reference notes, fine to very
fine. Scott #1-23 ..................................... Est. $2,500/3,000

H

Marshall Islands 1897 to 1916 Mint
Collection, Michel #1/27
Web $1,000
O.g. or n.h., 47 examples on Vario pages, light dupl.
(shades), fine to very fine. Scott #1/27 $6,600+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,600/1,800

1782

1783

1784

H

H

HH

HHm

HHm

1785 Hm

Offices in Turkey 1884 to 1908
Collection, Michel #1/52
Web
$325
O.g. or n.h., 59 examples mint and used on Vario pages, light
dupl. (mint, used, shades, etc.), #24 and 24b signed, fine to
very fine or better. Scott #1/59 $2,000+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1792

H

1793

H

1794

H

H

Guatemala Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #21//RA23
$350
To 2015, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$6,400+ ........................................................ Est. $600/800

H

Haiti Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #8a//939
$350
To 2003, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$5,700+ ........................................................ Est. $500/750

H

Honduras Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #30a//RA8
$450
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$7,300+ ........................................................ Est. $700/900

South West Africa 1898 to 1919
Collection, Michel #7/32
Web
$200
O.g. or n.h., 59 examples mint and used on Vario pages, light
dupl. (mint, used, color shades, etc.), a useful group, fine to
very fine. Scott #7/34 $1,275+ (Owner’s) .... Est. $300/400
Caroline Islands 1900 to 1915
Collection, Michel #1/22
Web
$200
O.g., mint and used, 25 examples on Vario pages, very light
dupl. (shades), #6a signed, fine to very fine. Scott #1/23
$1,297 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $300/400

Start Bid

1795 H

Iran Mint and Used Collection
$60
19th & 20th Century on homemade pages in a binder, incl.
some mint blocks of four, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Page 137
Lot

Description

Start Bid

1796 Hm) Israel Balance of Collection
$200
Incl. n.h. singles collection in Lighthouse album incl. #7-9,
used collection incl. #7-9, modern tab collection to 2002 in 3
Davo albums, used collection with tabs, n.h. plate blocks,
mint stock in glassines, and FDC’s to 2000, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
1797

H

H

1798 Hm

1799 Hm

Israel Collection With Tabs
$100
Many hundreds n.h. with tabs from 1948 to 1974 in Lighthouse
hingeless album incl. #1-6, 1a-3b, 10-14, 17-25, 28-30, 33-34,
55, C1-C6, J6-J11, fine to very fine .................... Est. $150/200
Israel Revenue Collection
$100
Few hundred on pages mostly mint plus a few interim period
covers, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $150/200
Italian Offices & Colonies Intact
Collection
Web $5,000
Mint or used on internet pages, strength in Offices starting
with the Estero overprints, occasional signed, Levant with
Sassone #19 mint with cert., Tientsin #J5 mint signed twice
(Raybaudi and Diena), Offices in Turkey #19 mint (signed
Oliva), Colonies with Aegean mostly complete mint with
some mounted n.h., some used signed, better Rhodes Airs,
Occupation of Austria (some signed), Dalmatia,
Castellorizo, Corfu incl. Sassone #29 used (cert), “Italian
Colonies” mind and/or used complete, Fiume mint or used
with occasional expertised, above average condition with rare
items throughout, look carefully ............. Est. $7,500/10,000

1800

)

Italy, Colonies and Area Postal History Web
$400
Nice group of 75 with interesting Postage Due, Special
Delivery, registered, Postal Stationery and more., Ex Ernst
Sielaff Estate ................................................... Est. $525/650

1801

H

Italy 1947 to 1954 AMG Collection
$250
Overprinted on Italy issues, mostly n.h. to o.g., mounted on
specialized album pages, incl. Bari, Trieste, regular and
Commemoratives, Airmail, Special Delivery, Postage Due,
Parcel Post, Revenues (used), fine to very fine Est. $400/600

HHm

Japan
1802

H

HH

1803 Hm

1804

1805

H

HH

)

August 12, 2018

Fourth Session

20th Century Dealer’s Stock
$850
In 15 binders with nice range of better items throughout,
some in small quantities, incl. #422 (5), 479 (3), 480-97, 492
(7), 546-48 (5), 568a (14), 1947-48 souvenir sheets, and
many others, usual small faults on early materials, please
inspect, generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $1,000/1,200
Area Group
$500
Mint and used varied accumulation identified on stockcards
and pages in a binder, incl. Cherry Blossoms, late 19th and
early 20th Century definitives and Commemoratives,
Revenues and telegraphs, Malayan Occupation etc., better
cancels throughout, some dupl., review recommended,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $750/1,000
Estate Balance Lot
$450
Banker box with collection remainders, stockbook and some
loose materials, glassine envelopes, etc. with many better
mint items mixed in, worth a closer look as there are some
surprises here ................................................. Est. $600/800
6 Different Karl Lewis Covers
Web
$400
6 diff. to Berkeley, CA, all with chops on reverse, couple with
small light edge toning at top, one with tear ..... Est. $600/800

Lot

Description

Start Bid

1806

H

HH

Souvenir Sheet Group
$400
Attractive mint accumulation identified on stockcards in a
binder, incl. National Park sheets with folders, 1949 imperf
Smiling Boy sheet of 10, 1950 Tiger New Year sheet, also
#1880-81 fluorescent frame blocks of 20, much n.h., fresh,
clean and worth review, fine to very fine lot ..... Est. $600/800

1807

H

HHm

Lot in Six Albums
$400
Collection remainders of various kinds of albums, n.h. to o.g.
and used with much value of useful materials still present
throughout incl better items from 1940’s-50’s, please inspect,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/600

1808 Hm) Accumulation in Banker Box
of Thousands
$400
N.h. to o.g., and used, loose, in glassine envelopes, on pages,
plus full sheets, FDC’s and quantities of early commercial
covers, quite a messy lot but with much value when closely
inspected, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $500/600
1809

)

Cover Collection 1880’s to 1900’s
$400
Attractive group of early covers mostly from 1880s-90s in
homemade album, incl. a nice array of cancels, markings,
delivery receipts etc., also some later commercial mail, great
lot for the specialist, worth inspection, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1810 H

Mostly Mint Collection in Scott
Specialty Album
$350
Clean collection of mostly mint 20th Century with nice range
of National Parks sets and souvenir sheets plus other
Commemoratives and other useful material from this period
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1811 Hm

Collection 1874 to 1960’s
$300
Mint and used collection on homemade pages featuring
attractive group of Cherry Blossoms, incl. #33 Syll. 1-4, 6, 7,
9-11, #34 Syll. 2, 4-7, 9-12, 15-21, 23, #36 Syll. 18, #41
Syll. 12-13, 16-17 etc., slight dupl., very nice cancels, well
worth inspection, fine overall ......................... Est. $400/500

1812

H

1813

)

JAL Flights
$250
172 incl. matched sets, 1954 to mid 1960’s (mostly 1960 on),
mostly different, incl. matched roundtrip flights, couple with
Foreign adhesives, all identified by flight numbers incl.
#23-24 with U.S. adhesives, #26-30 (29-30 with
Philippine adhesives), 30-33 matched sets, clean, retail
$2662, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ...... Est. $300/400

1814

)

Commercial Cover Retail Group
$200
Mostly 20th Century but incl. late 19th Century stationery
usages, related U.S. ship usages, few modern stationery mint
with expo cancels, numerous postcard usages, somewhat
mixed condition, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

HHm

1815 SHH

Collector’s Accumulation
$250
Mixed mint and used in manila stockpages, singles, sets,
some souvenir sheets and prefectures, most identified, mild
dupl., starts at #45, goes to early 2000’s, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/700

Mihon Mint Group
$200
N.h., Small box containing well over 1,000 Mihon
overprinted stamps mostly on album pages incl few souvenir
sheets plus range of Postal Stationery Mihon as well, a nice
clean lot ......................................................... Est. $300/400

August 12, 2018

Fourth Session

Lot

Description

1816 H)

20th Century Postal Card Stock
$70
Hundreds dupl. mostly in bundles and identified by
unknown numbers showing various commem. cancels,
mostly 1911-15, 1925 1½s series and 1930, 1933 1½s series,
also incl. 1972 5y registered envs. with adhesives, clean
group, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ...... Est. $100/150

1817 H

Korea Accumulation
$300
Mostly mint group ranging from 1884-1970s identified on
black stockcards in binder, incl. a few sets of 1884 unissued
values, 1950s-70s mint blocks, souvenir sheets etc., nice little
lot, mostly clean and fresh, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1818 H

1819 Hm

1820 H)

1821 P

1822

1823

H

H

H

Hr

Start Bid

Liberia Mint Accumulation
$800
Few hundred pieces in binder for oversized items or sets, on
stockcards incl. specimens, trial colors, imperfs, missing
colors, few classics with varieties, progressive proofs, etc.,
clean lot ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,300
Liechtenstein Specialized
Accumulation
$400
About 200 on pages incl. 6 Austrian used with Liechtenstein
cancels (1890’s to 1908), specialized 1920’s issues incl.
couple proofs, imperfs and part perfs, nice group of better
used incl. #90-93, 108 (2), and C1-C6, great lot for the
specialists, fine ............................................... Est. $500/600
Macao Mint Postal Card Group
$200
Dupl. up to around 20 of each Yang #, usual slight toning,
consists of Yang #P1 (20), P2 (20), P3 (20), P8 (20), P8A
(27), P9 (23), P1a (20), fine overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $250/300
Madagascar 1903 to 1943 Proof
Group
Web
$250
Stockbook containing scarce group of Zebu Tree artist’s
sunken die proofs, imperf plate proof, collective proof
sheetlet of 10, etc., plus 1943 Traveler’s Tree complete set of
14 artist proof in issued colors, quite an interesting lot, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/500
Mexico Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #14a//RA19
$2,800
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $50 and up range,
mostly 5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or
used to 2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for
selling, inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017
Scott $47,500+ ....................................... Est. $4,500/5,000
Mexico 1960’s Olympic Souvenir
Sheet Investment Hoard
$900
N.h., investment group of Airmail souvenir sheets from
1960’s, all Olympic-related, purchased many years ago,
quantities and current cat. values as follows; 1965 C311a
(2,883 sheets cat. $9,100), 975a (2,378 sheets cat. $9,512)
and C310a (2,600 cat. $9,100), 1967 C329a (1,234 sheets
cat. $6,787), 983a (398 cat. $1,990) and 985a (451 sheets cat.
$3,157), 1968 1000a (2,200 sheets $55,000), 998a (1,627
sheets cat. $32,000), this lot is being offered at below 1% of
cat. value, clean. Scott $127,000+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,500

Page 138

Lot
1824

Description
)

Start Bid

Mexico Incoming Postal History
Web
$250
Strong selection of over 40 from all around the world dated
1880 to about 1950, incl. Crete, Poland, Lebanon, New
Caledonia, Barbados and more, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1825 Hm) Mexico Exporta Cover Accumulation
$50
About 250-300, many to U.K. or U.S., also 150+ mint and
used on stockpages ........................................ Est. $100/150
1826 H

Monaco Mint Collection
$250
Many hundreds housed in album from 1885 to 1972 mostly
o.g. with a few n.h. or used, better items incl. used #9, mint
5-6, B6, B31-B50, and C44a and lots of modern sets, mostly
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1827 P

Monaco 1940’s Die Proofs
$100
15 diff. incl. Maury Airpost #18 in 4 trial colors, #2 in 2 trial
colors, etc., clean group .................................. Est. $150/200

1828

Montenegro Postal History
Web
$150
Small collection of 17 covers incl. view cards, Postal
Stationery registered and more, hard to find, Ex Ernst Sielaff
Estate ............................................................. Est. $200/250

)

Netherlands & Colonies
See lots 1707-1721
1829

H

Hr

Mint Stock and Accumulation
$500
N.h., 1st Davo album complete collection n.h. of the various
singles, pairs, and blocks from booklets 1964 to 1993; 2nd
stockbook 1920’s to 1940’s dupl. n.h. stock incl. Gull type,
Numerals, etc; 3rd stockbook of mostly n.h. Wilhelmina
designs incl. #280-81; last 300+ n.h. min. sheets and 100
used incl. Legion sheets to recent, very clean, fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1830 H)

Mint Stationery Group
$350
Consists of 440 and 3 International Reply coupons, plus 255
Colonies, slight dupl., starting from early period to 1980’s
period, occasional toning but mostly clean and sound
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1831

)

Colonies Cover Study
$250
Value in rubber stamp Parcel Post cancels by town order on
pages by island, also incl. Curacao slogan cancels 1949 and
later documented on pages, mostly Curacao postage meters
1940’s-60’s, few recent incoming, Ex Vadheim collection
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1832

)

Four Zeppelin Covers
Web
$200
1930 to 1932 flights incl. Uruguay stops, inspect, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

1833

)

Netherlands & Colonies Postal History Web
$200
Collection of 40 covers incl. registered, censored, Airmail
and a cover from a leper colony, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1834

)

338 Antilles and Surinam Covers
$200
Antilles 160 FD’s and 40 commercial incl. censored, usage to
U.S., FD’s mostly 1950’s on; Surinam 138 FD’s, starting
1958 on, fine lot ............................................. Est. $200/300

Page 139
Lot

Description

1835

H

1836

H

1837

H

1876 to 1984 Mint and Used Collection
$100
Housed in hingeless Lighthouse album, more
comprehensive from 1923 to 1970, selection of Postage Dues
and Officials, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $250/300

H

Netherlands Antilles Complete Mint
Collection
$200
N.h., in 2 Lighthouse albums 1949 to 1999 plus Aruba
complete, incl. modern booklets, all back-of-the-book, min.
sheets, etc., very fine lot, see predecessor lot 1710, Ex Vadheim
collection ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1838 H

1839 m

1840

1841

H

H

H

H

1842 H

1843

H

Start Bid

HHm

H

H

August 12, 2018

Fourth Session

Nicaragua Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #1//RA75
$850
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$14,000+ ................................................ Est. $1,400/1,600
Norway Large Dealer Stock
$600
8 stockbooks with thousands of mint and used (lots of n.h.)
from #8 into mid 1980’s, incl. high values and better items,
back-of-the-book to incl. better Airs and Semi-postal, nice
mix of mint and used up to about 5 of each, all totaling a huge
amount of cat. value, well worth a look, generally Fine to
Very Fine ................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

Lot

Description

1844 Hm

Poland Extensive Collection of
Early Issues
$300
Many hundreds from 1918 to 1919 on handmade pages in 2
albums (one mint and one used), incl. singles, pairs, blocks,
perf and paper varieties, and overprint varieties, better items
incl. o.g. #27a-29a, 59 (no cert), 49a (signed), P1-P5, 77-78
(dist. o.g.), great lot for the specialists, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1845 Hm

Poland 1925 to 1939 Issues
$300
Specialized collection on handmade pages with single blocks
and varieties, better items incl. o.g. #251, B15-B25,
B29-B31, and used B15-B25, B29-B30, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1846

H

Hr

1847 Hm

Paraguay Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #15a//O48
$900
To 2015, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$15,400+ ................................................ Est. $1,500/1,700
Paraguay Specialized Collection
$200
Many hundreds in 2 albums from 1881 to 1950’s strength in
Airmail issues incl. blocks, overprint varieties, plus
1932-1935 Zeppelin issues, majority o.g. with a scattering of
used, fine to very fine ...................................... Est. $250/300
Peru Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #9c//RA57
$1,300
To 2017, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$21,500+ ................................................ Est. $2,000/2,200

Poland 1979 Pope John Paul Set
Wholesale Lot
$250
N.h., wholesale lot incl. 900 Pope John Paul Visit souvenir sheets
#2340 (cat. $4,950), plus 500 #2340 silver border variety (cat.
$12,500), also 830 sets incl. 22 sheets of 35 #2338-39 (cat. $705),
great lot for the philatelic marketeer or topical dealer, clean. Scott
#2338-2340 $18,155 ........................................ Est. $500/750
Poland 1920-1921 Issues
$150
Specialized collection on handmade pages, many hundreds
in 5 albums, mint and used, singles, blocks, perf varieties,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/250

1848

H

HH

Portuguese Colonies Mint Collection Web
$350
O.g. or n.h., in mounts in National album, strong showing of
Angola to 1967, also incl. Angra, Funchal, Horta,
Inhambane, Lourenco Marques, few used, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1849

H

HHm

Portugal 1853 to 1992 Collection
$250
Mint and used mounted in a Minkus album, 19th Century
mostly used, contains sets, souvenir sheets and Franchise
issues, later n.h., fine to very fine ..................... Est. $400/500

1850

)

Norway 1872 to 1972 Used Collection
$100
Housed in hingeless Lighthouse album, fairly
comprehensive from 1914 onward, a good start to expand
upon, fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $250/300
Panama Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #256//RA114
$350
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$6,000+ ........................................................ Est. $600/800

Start Bid

Portugal & Colonies Postal History Web
$200
Group of 55 covers, mainly better incl. a Nyassa usage, as
well as Airmail censors and unusual destinations, fine, Ex
Ernst Sielaff Estate .......................................... Est. $250/300

1851 Hm

Puerto Rico 1873 to 1899 Collection Web
$500
Mint and used, highly complete, mounted on album pages,
earlies mostly used to about 1890, also U.S. overprinted issue with
Postage Dues, a clean group, fine to very fine ..... Est. $750/1,000

1852 H)

Russia Mint Stationery Stock
$1,000
368, sleeved, identified by Michel #, and priced, few dupl.,
about ½ postal cards, some wrappers, some entires, mostly
clean, retail $9975, scarce group, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ............................................ Est. $1,200/1,400

1853

H

HH

1854 H)

Russia 1883 to 2014 Collection
$300
Mint in mounts on homemade pages in four binders, mostly
n.h. after 1950, fairly complete from 1989 to 2009, excellent
starter collection to expand, fine to very fine .... Est. $500/750
Russian Classic Offices Mint
Stationery
Web
$300
About 38, incl. China, Levant, Turkey, also 2 Far Eastern
Republic, 2 Ukraine, all listed by Michel #s and priced, few
with light dupl., incl. reply cards, few with slight toning
issues, retail $2,000, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $400/500
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Lot

Description

1855 Hm

Saar 1920 to 1959 Collection
$200
On Minkus pages, 1920 to 1934 used, 1947 to 1959 n.h. or
used, many complete sets, incl. Semi-postal, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1856

1857

H

H

)

Start Bid

Salvador Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #20//RA7
$350
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$6,354+ ........................................................ Est. $600/800
Spain & Colonies Postal History
Web
$200
Selection of over 65 covers beginning with Stampless and
classics, incl. Airmail, censors and more, fine, Ex Ernst Sielaff
Estate ............................................................. Est. $250/300

1858 m

Spain Used Collection
$150
Few thousand housed in two albums from 1850 to 1998,
majority used with a scattering of mint sets, plus small group
of Colonies issues, fine to very fine .................. Est. $200/300

1859

Spain Civil War Censors and Labels
on Covers
Web
$100
Selection of 50 cover fronts with a few fragments with a wide
range of censors and patriotic labels, fine, Ex Ernst Sielaff
Estate ............................................................. Est. $150/200

s
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Lot

Description

1865 Hm

Select Group of Varieties
Web
$250
Small group of mint or used items, with plate flaws, inverted
watermarks, Surcharges, paper folds, incl. Facit #65vm1
used, 54, 56, 84 imperf pairs, 99v1, 102v used, inventory
incl., fine to very fine lot .................................. Est. $400/600

1866

61 Stampless
$200
1800’s various straightline or boxed cancel folded letters,
common to fairly scarce, fine lot. Facit SKr 16,525
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

)

1867 Hm

Mint and Used Collections
$180
One binder partially filled containing used 1878 to 1985,
other hingeless Lighthouse album 1877 to 1976 mint and
used fairly split, clean condition, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1868 H

Collector’s Eclectic Group
$150
On stockpages, incl. Postal Agency cancels, Military Post,
1920’s Type Lion, Gustaf V, Crown & Posthorn collection
with coils, part sheets, coil ends, Five 1840’s stamped
Revenue pieces, etc., inspect, fine lot .............. Est. $250/350

1869 m

Switzerland Collection to 1970’s
$650
Used in old Yvert album, incl. many complete sets 1907 on,
incl. tete-beche, strong Semis, Airs, souvenir sheets, few
mixed classics, fine to very fine overall ...... Est. $1,000/1,500

1870

Switzerland Postal History
Web
$250
Premium Collection of over 40 covers, incl. flights, Airmail,
a registered postal card, advertising and more; incl.
Switzerland 1F Peace with #301, C30 and C32 1946
Geneva 11, Rue Du Stand registered Airmail to Port au
Prince, Haiti, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ............... Est. $350/425

)

Sweden
1860 Hm

1861 m

1862 BH

1863 m)

1864

H

H

Mint and Used Collection
to 1940’s, Facit #2/352
Web $1,500
On stockpages starting used with Facit #2, with 6, 6a,
mostly mint from #52a1 on, incl. some inverted watermarks,
few 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine
to very fine, more specialized than normally seen, inspect,
much fine to very fine. Scott approximately $30,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $2,500/3,000
Collector’s Mostly Used Stock,
Facit #1/1690
$1,500
Sorted on manila stockpages, few classics mostly used, dupl.
throughout with early to mid 20th Century used with various
cancels, after that mint and/or used, separate package of mint
coil pairs identified, etc., most value in early period, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine, inventory available upon request. Scott $32,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $2,500/3,500
Mostly Modern Booklets
$1,200
2075 representing 957 Facit #’s, minor dupl., complete
inventory available, clean. Scott $26,393 .. Est. $2,000/2,500
Cover and Adhesive Exhibit Collection Web
$400
About 31 covers and 15 adhesives with better cancels on
exhibit pages, incl. stampless period with town post folded
letter, Due markings, embossed Revenues, inventory incl.,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800
Mint Collection, Facit #284/1888
$350
Mostly n.h. in order on stockpages, minor dupl., some later
in n.h. singles and se-tenant pairs and blocks, separate
selection of Gustav V issue and panes. Scott $5,673
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

Start Bid

1871 Hm

Tannu Tuva Mint and Used
Accumulation
$300
About 500 on Vario pages, some dupl., also incl. is Herm
Island and Lundy, fine to very fine ................. Est. $500/750

1872 BHH

Thailand Booklet Collection
1980 to 1997
$250
267 different complete booklets virtually complete for period
(missing only a couple) all post office fresh, incl many
better/higher cat. items (inventory incl.). Scott $1,400
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1873 Hm

Thailand Mixed Group
$250
Mint and used accumulation ranging from 1880s-1980s,
incl. a mixture of early issues with some modern identified on
stock and album pages in a binder, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1874

Thailand Group of 8 Covers
Web
$200
6 stationery usages incl. H&G #1, and #32, clean selection
....................................................................... Est. $240/280

)

1875 Hm

Turkey 1926 to 1960 Collection
$200
Mixed o.g. and used in National, with better Back-of-Book
incl. Possessions, noted #755, B54-68, J67-70 all o.g.,
stockbook of mostly used with dupl., few dozen mint
postcards ....................................................... Est. $300/400

"Web" indicates that image(s) will be found on our website,
www.harmershau.com.
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1876

H

1877

H

1878

H

1879

H

Start Bid

Start Bid

1885 H

Scandinavia Collector’s
Eclectic Group
$350
Incl. Norway 1855 Svinesund Sorting Office cover, Facit
#174v1 and v2 mint in multiples, Denmark small town
cancels, Faroe booklets, small Norway stock mostly used on
stockpages, Denmark Facit #31 numeral cancel study, and
Finland and Aunus collection on stockpages (cat. $3500),
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/700

H

Vatican 1929 to 1933 Mint Collection
$200
N.h., complete less #35-40, plus eight Italian States (2 with
certs.), fine to very fine ................................... Est. $300/400

1886

H

H

Venezuela Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #5a//O28
$1,400
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$23,200+ ................................................ Est. $2,200/2,500

Balance Lot
$250
O.g. or n.h., mostly mint and used, mounted on album or
Vario pages contains Cuba 1855 to 1896, Dahomey 1899 to
1943 (missing one), some early France, Diego Suarez, early
Austria, Mexico and Italy, Port Said, page of fakes and
forgeries, plus two folders and stockbooks containing full
panes of Guadeloupe and Martinique, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

H

Viet Nam (North & South) Mint
Collection
$200
N.h., or ungummed, on stockpages, South mostly complete
(#1-26 hinged), #295 missing yellow in flag, Viet Minh
incomplete with dupl. to 2001, some Michel #’s, few imperfs,
etc., clean throughout, fine to very fine ............. Est. $300/400

Better Mint Europe Selection
Web $2,000
Mint and used, 13 better sets or items incl. Germany
#670-685 n.h. (2 sets), Switzerland 226 n.h. and used,
Luxembourg B65A-Q used on pieces, France 37 used, etc.,
Italy #834a n.h. (cert), etc., excellent high end selection,
retail $13,000, fine to very fine lot ............. Est. $3,000/4,000

1881 H

European Poster Stamps, Labels and
Seals
Web
$600
Approx. 4,800, 1900-1980’s, no Germany, in #102 cards,
stockbook, or sales pages, marked retail approx $21,000,
generally fine to very fine, Ex Mike Mead . Est. $1,200/1,500

H

Scandinavia 1865 to 1963
Accumulation
$600
O.g. or n.h., stock arranged on stockcards, incl. Norway,
Sweden, Greenland, Denmark and Iceland, etc., useful
group, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $1,000/1,250

HH

1883 Hm

H

Description

Uruguay Mostly Mint 20th Century
Dealer Stock, #10a//Q103a
$1,300
To 2016, virtually n.h. on #102 cards and dealer sheets, all
identified and priced, much value in $1 to $50 range, mostly
5 of each item, some 19th & 20th Century hinged or used to
2000, incl. min. sheets, very clean stock ready for selling,
inventory incl., very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock . 2017 Scott
$21,300+ ................................................ Est. $2,000/2,200

1880 Hm

1884

Lot

H

Foreign General Collections

1882

August 12, 2018

Fourth Session

HHm

Europe and Colonies Better Group
$500
Mostly mint accumulation ranging from 19th Century to
1940 in glassines, on dealer cards, pages and auction sheets,
incl. Austria #40, 144, Finland C1, France 3B, 47, B11,
B17 blocks of four, C1, Greenland 11-14, Italian Colonies
C33-34, also a bit of Latin America, clean and worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $600/800
Non-Stamp Dealer Accumulation
$400
O.g. or n.h., eclectic mix of Foreign souvenir sheets mostly in
hard plastic cards, U.S. Back-of-Book in 3 sales books,
modest mint and used International Junior album, noted
Belgium #B513a and B605a n.h., Hungary CB13-14 l.h.,
Switzerland B144 n.h and other better items, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/700

HHm

1887 Hm

1888

H

HH

Better Scandinavia
$250
Small group of about 150 mostly pre-1930’s o.g. or used
from DWI, Denmark (with used #135), Iceland, and
Sweden (with mint #197-212, and 213-228), a few
questionable used items in Iceland, still worth a close look,
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400
Estate Remainders
$200
Banker box filled with mostly mint sets (lots of n.h.) from
Guyana, Peru and other South American countries,
stockbook with Greece, lots of cat. value and well worth a
look, generally Fine to Very Fine .................... Est. $300/400

1889 H

Europe With Germany Pre-1940 Mint
Group
$200
Accumulation of various mint sets and singles incl. better
items, unfortunately all stuck down, in glassines, on dealer
cards or sale sheets, incl. Baden #24, Germany Wagner set
B49-57, France C8-13, Russia C69-75 and many other
lower to mid range items throughout, review recommended,
condition varies ............................................. Est. $300/400

1890 Hm

Better Scandinavia
$200
Mint or used, about 100 incl. Denmark mint #82 (part o.g.),
used #135, Iceland mint #30, and 85, Finland, Norway,
Sweden and DWI, worth a close look, fine ..... Est. $250/300

1891 (HHH Africa Mint 1934 to 1965 Airmail
Group
Web
$150
O.g. or n.h., mounted on album pages, contains mainly
Colonies, of note, Angola #C2 var. (2), Belgium Congo
booklet (COB #A3), Fezzan Afinsa 7A, 2 bar error in a
block (used), plus a small stockbook of Yemen 1939
surcharge issues, generally very fine ............... Est. $300/400
1892 m

Scandinavia Collector’s Cancel
Studies
$150
Few hundred on black stockpages, consisting of Sweden
railroad cancels, and perfins, and Denmark, Faroes, and
Finland small town cancels, clean overall ....... Est. $250/350

1893 Hm

Various Country Collections
$100
19th & 20th Century mint and used to 1950s-60s on pages in
folders, incl. Brazil, Cuba, Czech, Fernando Po, Guatemala,
Greece, Haiti, Honduras, Romania, Russia, Salvador,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanna Tuva, Turkey, Vietnam
etc., condition varies, some useful material throughout, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $250/350

August 12, 2018
Lot

Description

Fourth Session
Start Bid

Worldwide Collections
1894 Hm

1895

1896

H

H

HH

HHm

1897 H)

1898 Hm

1899

1900

H

H

HHm

H

Very Full 10 Volume Internationals Web $13,000
Mint and used mostly to 1940’s (few countries later) with
almost all spaces filled, incl. occasional extra pages, all
countries represented with strength in Commonwealth, few
used tend to be in earlier period, spotted occasional better
incl. Canada #4 pair, Vatican surcharge set, also extra pages
for souvenir sheets incl. better Portugal, nice China, study of
the early Panama overprints, etc., needs close inspection,
much fine to very fine, lifetime collection . Est. $20,000/30,000
Extensive 20th Century Retail Stock
$5,500
Mostly n.h. to o.g. retail range $100 to $700+ on priced
pages, mostly 1920’s to 1950’s period, few blocks of 4, mostly
in complete sets, incl. strong Europe, scattered
Commonwealth with New Zealand, all retail pricing
reasonably below current cat. value except for extremely fine
items, most value in higher end pieces, very clean stock of
higher end quality, retail $37,000 ............. Est. $7,000/9,000
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Lot

Description

1901

H

1902

H

H

Modern Mint Hoard
$800
Many thousands of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir sheets with
heavy dupl. and much topical, countries incl. Hungary,
Russia, North Korea, Greenland and British and French
Colonies with much Africa and some other countries, mostly
1970s to 1990s, good for eBay sales, fine to very fine. Scott
$46,300 (Owners) ................................... Est. $1,500/2,200

H

Large New Issue Hoard
$800
Many thousands of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir sheets with
heavy dupl. and much topical, countries incl. Hungary,
Russia, North Korea, Greenland and British and French
Colonies with much Africa and some other countries, mostly
1970’s to 1990’s, good for eBay sales, fine to very fine. Scott
$47,300 (Owners) ................................... Est. $1,500/2,200

1903 Hm

Huge Collector’s Worldwide
Accumulation
$2,500
Mixed mint and used on manila stockpages in 15 bankers
boxes, singles and sets from classics to 2000’s, all identified,
mild dupl., a few miniature sheets, highlights incl. F.S.A.T.,
French Polynesia, France, Austria, Belgium, Germany,
Italy, Mexico, Monaco, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and
Canada, expect some mixed condition on classics, otherwise
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $4,000/6,000
Extensive Aerogramme Collection
Web $1,800
Approx. 1,300 Aerogrammes housed in 18 volumes with
mostly mint, but there are plenty of used as well along with
FDC’s and few “specimens”, with nice range of British
Colonies (Aden to Zanzibar), Middle East, South & Central
America, Scandinavia, Europe & Colonies (extensive
Spain), China, India, etc., quite a remarkable collection of air
letters which is rarely seen these days, close inspection is
recommended .......................................... Est. $2,500/3,000
10 “Blue” International Albums
Web $1,500
To 1960’s scattered mint or used, few classics, occasional
better like St. Kitts, St. Helena, Capes with triangles,
strength in G.B. with classics plated incl. SG#43 with pl.
225, Commonwealth with decent n.h. QEII, etc., better than
normally seen, few 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine, Ex Vadheim collection
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000
Intact Balance Lot
$1,000
As received, 5 boxes containing various albums from 19th &
20th Century, incl. a multi-volume Princess Diana, Vatican,
Luxembourg, plus other Commonwealth and Europe
material etc., much of 20th Century n.h., a bit messy but
should prove rewarding, plus some glassines, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,500/2,000
New Issue Hoard
$800
Many thousands of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir sheets with
heavy dupl. and much topical, countries noticed incl.
Hungary, Russia, Greenland and British and French
Colonies with much Africa and some other countries, mostly
1970’s to 1990’s, fine to very fine. Scott $46,400 (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,200

Start Bid

Oldtime Collection
$800
Attractive mostly 19th Century used collection on quad
pages in an early album and an additional binder, features
Europe with Belgium #1-2, 12, Denmark/DWI bisect on
cover, Finland 7,8, 10 with full teeth, German States incl.
Württemberg 29, Italian States with Tuscany 10,
Netherlands 1-6, Neth. Indies 1, Norway 1, 2-5, Portugal &
Colonies, Spain with Cuba, Sweden 15, Switzerland 10 (8,
12 on piece), also other Worldwide incl. Brazil, Chile 12d
bisect on cover, Mexico, Peru etc., covers throughout
enhances collection incl. two Egypt 1927 registered air to
Iraq, also a worthwhile section of early Russia and Denmark
collections in additional binder, a wealth of better early
material with exceptional cancels, substantial cat. value, well
worth inspection, condition varies, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1904 Hm) Worldwide Mint and Used
4 Box Accumulation
$600
Thousands in albums and stockpages in 3 boxes, noted
Commonwealth, Japan, Belgium, French Colonies,
Germany, Poland, Turkey, U.S., later periods n.h., plus a
box of commercial and FDCs, a wide and diverse group,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,000/1,400
1905 Hm

7 Statesman Albums to 1970’s
$500
Mint and used, all in mounts, scattered classics to 1960’s,
n.h. after that incl. Bhutan record set, generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1906 Hm

Huge Worldwide Lot
$500
Banker boxes with mint and used, on pages, in envelopes, in
#102 cards and a myriad of other presentations, nothing rare
noted, but much not fully researched with much useful and a
great sort, literally hundreds of thousands, fine overall
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1907 m

Accumulation of Used Collections, Etc.
$450
Brown International 1900-1920, Denmark collection to
1970, German area collection on album pages and
stockpages, stockbooks with misc. .............. Est. $750/1,000

1908

H

H

New Issues
$400
Large amount of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir sheets with
heavy dupl. and much topical, countries noticed incl.
Hungary, Greenland and British and French Colonies with
much Africa and some other countries, mostly 1970’s to
1990’s, fine to very fine. Scott $23,000 (Owners)
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,200
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1909 Hm

Revenue and Seal Collection
$400
Mint and used, fantastic assortment of hundreds of
Revenues, labels, seals and Cinderellas with specialized
sections of Mexico, Argentina and Japan on homemade
pages, great opportunity for the specialist, well worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $500/750

1919

H

HHm

Asian Areas Accumulation
$300
N.h. to o.g., and used, banker box with many countries
ranging from useful Japan, Korea (some nice FDC’s),
Ryukyu, Hong Kong, South East Asian areas and some
China, a rather disorganized group but many worthwhile
items throughout, please take a look ............... Est. $400/600

1910 Hm

Mint and Used Mostly 20th Century
Collection
$350
Many thousands, majority range from 1940’s to 1970’s,
housed in five full albums, plus souvenir packs and loose,
etc., inspect, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $750/1,000

1920

H

HHm

1911 H

Worldwide EFOs
Web
$350
Collector’s accumulation on old sales cards, on stockpages,
heavily non Commonwealth with considerable Latin
America, virtually all identified, incl. overprint varieties,
imperf or part perfs, missing or shifted vignettes, some listed
incl. Canada #203i n.h. in pair, also Farouk 13 miscuts,
countries incl. Germany, Somali Coast, Canada, Liberia,
etc., inspect .................................................... Est. $500/750

Norfolk, Pitcairn and Greenland
Collections
Web
$300
More mint than used, but many values both ways, some o.g.
to mid 1960’s, in 8 hingeless Lindner albums, Norfolk with
booklets to 2014 nearly complete, Pitcairn to 2000 mostly
complete, Greenland to 2006 missing 1945 overprints and
Parcel Post, generally very fine ....................... Est. $400/600

1921

H

HHm

Collection Balance With Canada
$250
Mint and used, Canada & Provinces to 1983 in National
(owner’s cat. $5,832), Worldwide in stockbooks and
glassines with some stuck down, musty odor .. Est. $450/550

1912 BHH

1913 H

1914 m

1915

1916

1917

H

H

H

HH

HH

HHm

Start Bid

Dealer Booklet Stock
$350
Approx. 1,500 or so from Japan, Commonwealth, G.B.,
Canada, Europe, and Asia, some with much dupl., most
identified and priced from $2 to $80, nice lot for internet
seller, worth a good look, fine to very fine ........ Est. $500/700
Asia Accumulation
$350
Mostly mint accumulation with various countries incl.
Bhutan (3-D issues), Burma 1939 KGVI Officials,
Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam (souvenir sheets), Mongolia,
Nepal etc., also a seemingly complete set of 137 and 21
imperfs of the South Moluccas issues, interesting and varied
group ............................................................. Est. $500/750

Lot

Start Bid

1922 Hm) Balance With New Issues and Covers
$250
N.h., stockbook of Commonwealth new issues, around 100
covers, mostly U.S. and Canada, U.S. used on stockpages
with Back-of-Book, stockpage of China Revenues, misc.
others, fine to very fine overall ........................ Est. $450/650
1923

H

H

Collector’s Accumulation on
#102 Cards
$250
Unpicked, mostly n.h. sets, mostly 1950’s to around 1990
with extensive topicals, thousands mostly in “Hobby” boxes,
unsorted but identified and priced (old), majority cheaper
sets but up to cat. $80, many countries represented incl.
France, fine to very fine .................................. Est. $400/600

1924 m

Estate Balance on Pages, Etc.
$250
On pages, in albums, on various pages, in 3 boxes, mostly
20th Century used but some mint, classics, etc., occasional
better items, Fine overall ................................ Est. $400/500

1925 H

Mint Accumulation in Glassines
$300
Carton containing useful Belgium, France, Netherlands,
Israel, Switzerland, U.N. and some U.S., mostly mid to late
20th Century, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $500/750

Mint Accumulation
$250
Box filled with mostly mint Commonwealth, many better
items throughout in approval folders with mint sets,
stocksheets with sets and singles, also some French and
Italian Colonies, occasional used, needs work . Est. $400/500

1926 Hm

Modern Mint
$300
O.g. or n.h., about ½ in stockbooks sorted by country, mostly
1960’s-1980’s with some earlier and later, many topicals,
much Commonwealth and G.B., 3 QEII Silver Jubilee
albums, also noted Poland, a few year sets and some sheetlets,
small percent used, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $500/750

19th Century Group
$250
Group of 19th Century mint and used singles arranged on a
black stockpage, incl. Hawaii #19, Bechuanaland 9, Cape of
Good Hope 3, 5, 5a, 12-15, Austria P5, Brunswick 1, 11,
France J5, Switzerland J1 etc., mixed condition group. Scott
$12,000+ (Owner’s) ..................................... Est. $400/500

1927 Hm

5 Volume Collection
$240
More used than mint, 3 brown International volumes to
1929, 2 International Jr. albums, sparsely filled, one binder
with better, some dubious, inspection recommended, mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $400/600

Collection in 1890 European Album
$300
Many hundreds majority used incl. some cut squares and
Revenues, incl. some better German Area, Asia and Latin
America, condition very mixed and album has some pages
missing or cut but still worth a look ................. Est. $500/750

Accumulation in Glassines
$300
Many hundreds mostly mint with some early used incl. better
France & Colonies, German Area, Iran, fine. Scott $4,484
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $400/500
1928

1918 Hm

Description

Worldwide Collections
$300
Many thousands on stock and album pages sorted by
country, majority used but a nice run of mint Scandinavia,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/500

H

H

Mostly 1960’s and Later Mint
$200
N.h., on sale pages, considerable topical related incl. Royal
Wedding, scattered 1940’s-50’s, all identified and priced,
incl. min sheets, mostly complete sets, few multiples, clean
....................................................................... Est. $300/500

August 12, 2018
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1929 Hm) Collection Balance
$200
From last minute consignment, G.B. collection in 3 S.G.
albums to 1970, two boxes new issues from 1980’s, noted
G.B., 1½ boxes unchecked mint and used in glassines and
small boxes, one box FDC’s from 1970’s-1980’s
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
1930 Hm) Asia Stamps and Covers Group
$200
Hundreds of mint and used plus covers/postcards/stationery
with most value in Japan and China (incl Taiwan &
Shanghai), but there are many other useful items from Hong
Kong, Malaya, North Borneo, Timor, etc., an interesting
hodge podge accumulation worth a closer look, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
1931 Hm

1932 m

1933

H

HH

1934 Hm

1935 Hm

1936

H

HHm

1937 H

1938

H

HHm

Collector’s Balances, Etc.
$200
Mint or used in stockbooks incl. British Caribbean with
some used, Netherlands Colonies, Gibbons GVI album
mostly used, UNTEA set in blocks of 10 n.h. (cat. $750),
Canada collection, etc., generally fine to very fine, Ex
Vadheim collection ............................................ Est. $300/400
Worldwide Used Revenue Collection
$180
Few hundred in a stockbook, ranging from Europe, South
America, British, Middle East etc., wide and diverse group,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $300/400
Slightly Better Collector’s Group
$180
Few hundred items mostly 1930’s and later period, nothing
recent, mostly n.h. to o.g. on sales pages, or stockcards, incl.
sets, varieties, occasional used, countries incl. Canada,
Germany, Russia #1081a-82a n.h., etc., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
Group of Collections
$150
More used than mint, Commonwealth on quadrille pages in
5 Simplex albums, mostly pre-1960, Latin America on
quadrille pages and album pages, mostly pre-1970 with some
later, Benelux in album to about 1950, some mixed
condition, otherwise fine to very fine .............. Est. $300/400
Balance of Collection
Web
$150
O.g., mint and used, 2 boxes of country collections classics to
about 1978 incl. Switzerland, Cuba, Channel Is., one box
Worldwide albums incl. 3 on homemade pages, one box
misc. incl. countries in envelopes, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
Interesting Accumulation
$150
Few hundred on stockpages incl. Tunisia “T” perf Postage
Dues, Foreign mint sets, Denmark Facit listed items, better
classic used, Belgian Congo postmarks, mint Iran year sets
from 1979/1986, fine ..................................... Est. $200/250
Souvenir Sheet Accumulation
$150
Few hundred in glassines sorted by number, mostly n.h.,
incl. Sierra Leone, #1167- 1171 (2), Switzerland #B80 (3
o.g.), and New Zealand Semi-postal sheets, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250
Interesting Accumulation
$150
Few thousand majority used but incl. some new issues incl.
Hong Kong and Papua New Guinea, also a few better
Ryukyus incl. FDCs, fine to very fine ............. Est. $200/250
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1939 Hm

Modern Souvenir Sheets
$150
Few hundred mostly n.h. with few used or cto, nice group of
Eastern Europe, some British and Monaco #962a (4), fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $200/250

1940 F

Classic Forgeries, Fakes and
Reproductions
$150
Collection of a few hundred mostly different on quad and
stockpages, incl. British, Europe and a large selection of U.S.
locals, great lot for the specialist, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1941

H

HHm

Balance With Covers
$130
O.g. to n.h., Vatican mint to 1974 in White Ace album
(missing 29-31 & 35-40), U.N. Geneva to 1992 in Lindner
hingeless album, Mexican Revenues, Duck topicals, covers
incl. Mexican Wells Fargo Express group, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1942

H

HHm

Mint Accumulation Balance
$120
In three messy stockbooks, mostly mint and from early to
mid 20th Century, incl. Austria, Belgium, Greece,
Luxembourg, Commonwealth, etc., worth a look, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/350

1943 m

Mostly Used Collector’s Stock
$100
Many thousands, 2 boxes mostly stockbooks and stockpages,
Middle East incl. Jordan on album pages, noted New
Zealand Postal-Fiscals, Samoa, 1 box mostly kiloware, fine
or better ......................................................... Est. $160/220

1944 m

Balance of Collection
$100
Few thousand incl. used G.B. #1, small early France
collection, forgeries, used high values, on and off paper mix,
v.g.-fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

1945 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation Balance
$100
2 cartons containing glassines, binders, folders and small
boxes of loose, dealer packets, mostly 20th Century, noted
Germany, Saudi Arabia etc., plus a small U.S. collection,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

1946

H

H

Mint Souvenir Sheet Accumulation
$100
Many hundreds mostly n.h. with a few better, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1947 Hm

U.S. Possessions, Japan, Etc.
$100
Japan n.h. low value part sheets from 1940’s periods, mint
and used Puerto Rico incl. Spanish period, Guam, German
Colonies, etc., generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $150/250

1948 H

Cover Collector’s Stamps
Web
$100
Small group of stamps incl. France on pages, Mexico, 3rd
Reich Germany and some British with cancel interest, good
cat. value, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ..................... Est. $150/200

1949 H

U.S. and Commonwealth
Accumulation
Web
$50
19th Century to early 20th Century, about 125 from cover
dealer, mostly mint, 2 dozen early Commonwealth singles,
U.S. mainly Back-of-Book incl. Revenues, a few G.B. penny
red covers ...................................................... Est. $200/300

1950 Hm) Collection Balance With Covers
$50
O.g., 2 International Junior albums incl. Canadian and
Mexican Revenues, a few hundred covers of mostly U.S.
commercial, generally fine ............................. Est. $100/150
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H

H)

1952 H

1953

H

H
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Modern Collections
$500
N.h., 1960’s to circa 2000 in 4 boxes, mostly on stockpages,
with extensive joint issues, Churchill, FDR, Hammarskjold,
horses, etc., incl. mint multiples, FD’s, occasional U.S.
postage relating to the topics, some earlier mint period with
minor varieties, also 2 stockbooks of modern
Commonwealth specimens, etc., very clean . Est. $750/1,000
Railroad Collection
$500
Mostly mint in 7 albums sorted by region, virtually all 20th
Century with separate album for Belgium Parcel Post mostly
complete mostly used, Commonwealth with New Brunswick
#6 mint block of 4, Asia with Japan #426 n.h., Taiwan and
P.R.C., etc., Fine to Very Fine .................... Est. $750/1,000
Art and Audubon Mint
$500
N.h. collection of art topicals on quad pages in 3 Specialty
albums with hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets, incl. some
Waterfall topicals, a bit of Hong Kong 1997-99, also 2
volumes of Audubon Birds, incl. souvenir sheets, very fine
throughout, very fine .................................. Est. $750/1,000

1954 H

1898 to 1982 Mint Flower Collection
$250
O.g., contained in 3 Torrens albums, virtually complete
collection, few earlies used, rarely seen collection, inventory
incl., fine to very fine ...................................... Est. $400/600

1955 H

Variety of Different Topics
$150
Various collections in albums or binders incl. Red Cross,
World Cup, Olympics, World Refugee Year, Freedom From
Hunger, ITU/ICY/UNESCO, Christmas, New Year,
British Royalty, Visits, and misc. Foreign incl. 1948 Chile
Natural History blocks of 25 (#254-55 and C124), UN #38
sheet n.h. and FDC, plus UNTEA set n.h. ...... Est. $250/300

1956

H

Hr

Mint Princess Diana Collection
$50
N.h., complete, still in original packaging, pre-printed
album pages incl., very fine ............................ Est. $100/150

1957

H

Hr

Mint Disney Collection
$50
N.h., still in original packaging, pre-printed album pages
incl., very fine ................................................ Est. $100/150

Lot

Description

1960

)

Group of 53 Zeppelin Flights
Web $1,400
Incl. U.S. with #C13-15 selection, Germany with South
America, also incl. Switzerland, Vatican, Brazil, etc., inspect,
slightly mixed condition ........................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1961

)

Collector’s Flight Group to 1950’s Web $1,000
Few hundred with many countries represented, mostly
1930’s period with first flights, commercial, with
Netherlands Colonies, strong in Latin America with
Mexico, DO-X, few FD’s, FAM’s, inspect carefully, from
oldtime collection ........................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1962

)

Worldwide Dealer’s Stock
$1,000
Assortment from retired dealer’s inventory of about 1,000
from all over the world, mainly older commercial mail that
incl. registered, censors, Stationery and even a few FDC’s,
retail exceeds $15,000, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,400/1,700

1963

)

British Africa Postal History
Web
$800
Better collection of about 100 from all over Sub Sahara
Africa, noted view card, Postal Stationery, Airmail, scarce
destinations and more; incl. Zanzibar #41 (2) on Higgins &
Gage C2 1898 registered to Valetta, Malta; Southern
Rhodesia #44 on Higgins & Gage C5 Gatoona to
Johannesburg, South Africa; also Palestine #63, 64 and 67
(2) 1937 Haifa to Ituri, Belgian Congo forwarded to Juba,
Sudan via White Nile T.P.O. and then to England, Ex Ernst
Sielaff Estate ............................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

1964

)

1999 to 2015 Latin America FDCs
$750
Dealer stock of many thousands of 5 dupl. of each, all
identified, incl. South and Central America with majority
from Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico, Uruguay, etc., a very
clean lot ready for retail, very fine ................. Est. $750/1,000

1965

)

Commercial Dealer Stock
$700
About 800, #10 size, mostly from mid to late 20th Century
with a few earlier, containing Commonwealth and Foreign,
all sleeved and priced, ready for resale, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1966

)

FDC Stock
$700
In 5 full Pittsburgh boxes, mostly 1970’s-90’s period with
some better earlier, sorted, sleeved, priced, and identified,
and in full banker box, some sleeved, all priced, no U.S., incl.
extensive Liechtenstein, also Canada, Sweden, Finland,
Japan, Korea, and Singapore, higher end group than
normally seen, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1967

)

Oldtime 20th Century Collection to
1950’s
Web
$700
Hundreds mostly commercial incl. scattered flights, some
FD’s, better Commonwealth earlier commercial usages,
G.B. stampless fronts, etc., needs careful inspection as there
is considerable value, fine or better, from collection formed
decades ago ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1968

)

Clipper Flights Collection
Web
$600
Over 55 mostly U.S. related Pacific Clipper, also from
Macau (10), Hong Kong and Canada, plus a “Service
Suspended” to Philippines, an interesting and diverse group,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

Worldwide Covers
1958

1959

)

)

Commonwealth Commercial Stock
$4,000
2,337, sleeved, priced, and sorted, in 4 Pittsburgh boxes (1
box for oversized), sorted by country or region, mostly early
to mid 20th Century with few classics and stationery usages,
countries incl. India, G.B., Canada, few Persian Gulf,
nothing above around $100 with most in the $5 and up range,
great lot for the internet, usual condition, retail $39,000+,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ........... Est. $5,000/7,000
Mostly Europe Commercial Stock
$2,400
Around 1,400, sleeved, priced, and sorted, in 2 Pittsburgh boxes,
sorted by country, mostly early to mid 20th Century with few
classics and stationery usages, incl. all of Europe (no Germany)
with France, Scandinavia plus a few Colonies incl. French, also
some Latin America, Middle East with Iran, few Asia, nothing
above around $100 with most in the $5 and up range, few FD’s
(mostly Scandinavia), great lot, usual condition, retail $24,000+,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $3,000/4,000

Start Bid

August 12, 2018
Lot

Description

Fourth Session
Start Bid

1969

)

Large P.O.W. and Internment
Accumulation
$600
400 plus WWI and WWII covers in seven 3-ring binders all
identified by camps, representation from Americans, British,
Polish, German, Australian, New Zealand, Belgium, Czech,
Italians, Austrian, Belgians, French, etc, nice selection of
Italian POWs held in Bombay, India, cover range from $5 to
$40, inspection will produce some winners, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1970

)

U.S. and Foreign 1930’s-60’s
Airmail Collection
$600
Over 400 plus related paper ephemera housed in 5 volumes
with Foreign Airmail dispatched to other countries, plus
some Hawaii and Alaska flights, some are signed, very
interesting group, clean ............................... Est. $800/1,000

1971

)

European 1903 Grand Tour
Web
$500
Box with about 500 cards from a grand tour of Europe from
Scandinavia to Turkey., all postally used and sent to
Waltham Cross, England, many very nice views and a
number of nice items from postal history estate, especially
unusual is color Tuck Series 30 color Paris views, Ex Ernst
Sielaff Estate ................................................... Est. $600/800

1972

)

Commercial Dealer Stock
$450
About 2,500, mostly 20th Century, containing commercial,
Postal Stationery, etc., all sleeved, fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1973

)

1936 to 1953 Flights Grouping
Web
$400
66 mounted on album pages, mostly from Afghanistan,
Germany, Mozambique, Spanish Morocco, interesting
“Rodi-Aeroplane” crash cover with contents, inspection is
recommended, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $600/800

1974

1975

)

)

U.S. and Foreign Clipper and
Aviator Signed
$400
Almost 200 in 2 albums, some with photo, some
handpainted, very colorful group with both Trans-Atlantic
and Trans-Pacific (incl. China), worth a close look, clean
group ............................................................. Est. $600/800
Central America Collection of 100 Web
$400
With strength in Guatemala and Nicaragua, look for very
nice Postal Stationery, Airmail, small town markings and
more; incl. Panama #197 (2), C1 and C2b on Higgins &
Gage C3 1929 Agencia Postal, Panama registered Airmail to
Lima, Peru; and Panama #16 (5) and F3 1900 Agencia
Postal Nacional, Panama registered to Hamburg, Germany
with New York, N.Y. Exchange Label FX-NY1, Ex Ernst
Sielaff Estate ................................................... Est. $550/650

1976

)

Scandinavia Group
Web
$400
Group of over 85 from all of the Nordic Countries, musty, all
better with Airmail, censored, registered, markings and
much more, significant retail value, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1977

)

Premium Selection of Miscellaneous
Commonwealth Islands
Web
$350
23 covers and cards, mostly Leeward islands but also
Ascension 1910 postcard view turtles, Bermuda key plate to
Saba, Tristan da Cunha handmade Union Jack patriotic,
Fanning Island 1931 to Pitcairn, Montserrat-Nevis
inter-island, registered, Postage Due, censored, some minor
faults but an excellent lot, Ex Vadheim collection . Est. $500/700
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1978

)

Worldwide Collection
$350
11 collector made albums with hundreds of mostly early to
mid-20th Century (some 19th Century) covers, some
postcards and a few stamps, one volume each for Denmark,
Germany, Mexico and Latin America, two volumes of
French Area and four volumes various countries, also one
album of Worldwide Airmails submitted for a 1940 Coronet
magazine article, also additional pages for proposed articles
on ANZAC stamps and U.S. settlement and growth, careful
inspection recommended, fine to very fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1979

)

South America Group of 130+
Web
$350
Very nice selection with Airmail, interesting destinations,
Postal Stationery, Airmail and more, good lot, Ex Ernst
Sielaff Estate ................................................... Est. $500/600

1980

)

British Pacific Postal History
Web
$325
Nearly 40 better from Papua New Guinea, Samoa, New
Zealand, Tonga and more; incl. Niue #21, 22, 23 and 25
1922 N.Z. Niue registered to Leavenworth, Kansas.; and
Niue #8 (2) and 15 (2) 1921 N.Z. registered to St. Paul,
Minn, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate .......................... Est. $450/550

1981

)

Topical Category Sorted Group
$300
Few thousand in 7 shoe size boxes, 20th Century to 1980’s
incl. U.S., FD’s, commercial, mostly 20th Century, subjects
incl. Rotary, Oil, “Lincoln”, Olympics, animals, Guam
“Guard Mail”, etc., clean overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $400/600

1982

)

Diverse Accumulation
$300
In 2 bankers boxes, mostly 20th Century with some earlier,
unsorted mix of Worldwide and U.S. incl. some Revenues
on document, mostly commercial with some FDCs and
flights, mostly fine .......................................... Est. $400/600

1983

)

Commonwealth 1929 to 1958 Flights
Group
Web
$300
Over 70 housed in album mounted on album pages, some
major areas incl. Bahrain, Burma, Ceylon, Jamaica with
Aeroplane Fund labels (4) on cover, Kenya & Uganda,
Sudan, many first flights, plus Trinidad & Tobago
#MR13a double overprint, overall, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1984

)

British America Postal History
Web
$300
Selection of over 70 from Bermuda to Falklands incl.
Airmail, registered, Postal Stationery, a few censors and
more, fine lot, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ............... Est. $400/500

1985

)

British Asia Postal History
Web
$300
Collection of 50 from India to Hong Kong, with Postal
Stationery, Airmail, markings and more, incl. Ceylon #137
(2) on Higgins & Gage #11 1903 Nuwaraeliya registered to
Pinos Altos, N. Mex., fine, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1986

)

Africa and Asia Group of 60
Web
$300
From Egypt, Ethiopia, Liberia, Palestine and the Middle
East, Afghanistan, Japan and Thailand., good range of
markings and usages, fine lot, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

We are now accepting consignments for the 2019
ORCO-EXPO auction in southern California.
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1987

)

Eastern Europe Group
Web
$270
75 from Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia. Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Romania and Russia, nice range of usages
with a few Postage Dues and a balloon cover, fine overall, Ex
Ernst Sielaff Estate .......................................... Est. $325/425

1988

)

Mostly Better Oldtime Group
Web
$250
20 plus one later Japan FD, all commercial from early 20th
Century incl. Russia, Ceylon, Mexico, U.S. Consul in Port
Said redirected, etc., mixed condition, inspect, fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)
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Ascension and St. Helena Group
Web
$250
Around 100 (50 or so for each island), incl. few 1940’s
period, two Ascension 1948 Wedding, later mostly FDs, St.
Helena with few earlier incl. postcards and incl. SG#97a on
postcard, 1948 Wedding, fine to very fine overall, Ex
Vadheim collection ............................................ Est. $400/600
Dealer Stock
$250
500+ commercial and FDC, sleeved and priced, ready for
resale, mostly 20th Century, some U.S. incl., an eclectic
group, mostly fine or better. Scott $8,000+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $400/600
Dealer Commercial Stock
$250
Over 1,100 sleeved mostly commercial from 1850’s to
modern 20th Century, wide selection of countries, fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $400/600
Worldwide Group of Few Hundred
$250
Mainly better group from stampless at about 1960, not much
after WWII, highlight is Germany #B90 and B91, each
single franked on registered covers, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $350/450
Europe Postal History
Web
$240
Over 35 covers from Greece, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg,
Monaco and Turkey, nice Airmail, Postage Due, usages and
more; incl. Monaco #128-130 1935 Monaco-Ville,
Principaute registered to Helsinki, Finland, Ex Ernst Sielaff
Estate ............................................................. Est. $300/350
British Europe Postal History
Web
$220
Small group of 27 covers from Cyprus, Malta, Gibraltar and
Ireland, with a good range of usages, especially Postal
Stationery; incl. Malta Higgins & Gage B1 1900 Paula
printed matter to Arnhem, Netherlands, very scarce
postmark; Gibraltar 1d, 2d and 4d Postage Dues 1957
incoming From Canada with #367 1957 Charlottetown,
P.E.I. Canada, shortpaid so rated hs T. Gibraltar #J1, J2
and J3 added, inspect, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate .. Est. $280/325
Unusual Accumulation
Web
$200
About 400 unsorted, mostly 20th Century with some earlier
incl. a few stampless, mostly commercial mix of common and
better incl. group of early 1950s PRC ............. Est. $300/400
Commonwealth Group
$200
Early to mostly modern on homemade pages in five binders,
incl. G.B. with some Victoria, Canada, New Zealand,
Australia and some other Colonies, hundreds with some
postcards and an odd stamp, some interesting markings and
cancels to be found, generally fine to very fine . Est. $300/500

Lot

Description

Start Bid

1997

)

1934 Around the World “Resolute”
Cruise Group
Web
$150
34 different, all small envelopes with matching cachets and
various frankings from China, Hong Kong, Thailand,
Japan, Palestine, Somali Coast, Malaya and many other
countries, a nice clean group .......................... Est. $200/300

1998

)

Maritime Postal History
Web
$150
Over 40 better, ship Post Offices, paquebots, Military ships
and more, several with postcard interest, Ex Ernst Sielaff
Estate ............................................................. Est. $200/250

1999

)

19th & 20th Century Accumulation
$120
Over 200 covers, Commonwealth, Foreign, some
Ephemera, fine .............................................. Est. $200/250

2000

)

Small Accumulation With China
Web
$120
About 200 early to mid 20th Century, incl. six 1935-36
Nanking or Shanghai China to U.S., mostly commercial,
about ½ U.S., saw Jamaica, British Guiana, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

2001

)

Balance of Estate
Web
$100
Box of several hundred covers and postcards, U.S. and
Worldwide, good range of covers with a few surprises, Ex
Ernst Sielaff Estate .......................................... Est. $150/200

2002

)

U.S. and Foreign Accumulation
$80
Over 1,000, mostly U.S. with some Foreign, 19th but mostly
20th Century, no FDs, bulk lot with some interesting,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $150/200

2003

)

Mostly FDC Accumulation
$80
Few thousand in 3 bankers boxes, about ½ U.S. mostly
1950s-2000’s, ½ Foreign incl. Norfolk, Pitcairn, G.B., and
Greenland, G.B. mostly addressed, rest mostly unaddressed,
some in binders or on pages, bit of Foreign commercial, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $130/160

2004

)

Accumulation With Flights
$60
Mix of commercial and cacheted, many U.S. and Canadian
1920’s-1930’s flights, group of Greece, mostly fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $100/150

2005

)

Collector’s Small Accumulation
$50
24 diff., mostly early 20th Century with U.S. Due adhesives,
one with 1929 French Dues, fine overall, Ex Vadheim
collection ......................................................... Est. $100/150

2006

)

Accumulation With Postcards
$50
Hundreds, mostly commercial with a few FDC’s, noted
group of Canada with some 19th Century, about 150
postcards, bit musty, mostly fine or better ....... Est. $100/150

2007 L

Michel Catalogs
$100
17 from 1999 to 2006 incl. Middle East, Gulf States, Africa
and SE Asia, fine ........................................... Est. $150/200

2008 L

Collector’s Reference Books
$50
Consists of ship related, Netherlands Colonies, Tristan,
Pitcairn, and U.S. related, pamphlets and books, good
group, Ex Vadheim collection ........................... Est. $100/150

End of Sale

